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Executive Summary
From November through December 2020, FAMPO staff conducted a public survey to facilitate public involvement in the
development of the goals and objectives for the 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), a federally mandated
regional transportation plan with a horizon year of 2050. The goals and objectives are regional in nature and, once
adopted into the 2050 LRTP, are intended to guide the decisions and actions of all those whose work influences the
Fredericksburg area’s metropolitan transportation system.
This report documents how FAMPO staff analyzed survey data, including almost 400 comments, to develop seven
recommended goals and related objectives, listed below. FAMPO advisory committees and the Policy Committee should
decide whether to endorse or approve, respectively, the recommended goals and objectives. Then, FAMPO staff and
stakeholders should develop corresponding strategies and measures to achieve the goals and periodically review the
goals and objectives to determine whether efforts are being made to achieve each one.
Although this survey focused on collecting feedback on the goals and objectives for the 2050 LRTP, survey results should
also be utilized to understand public sentiment regarding regional transportation issues. Highlights of public sentiment
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Survey participants stressed that to achieve any goal, decision makers must strive for regional cooperation and
productive communication.
Region needs a convenient and interconnected multi-modal transportation system.
Strong support for expanded and improved passenger rail and FRED bus service.
Need innovative ideas to solve roadway congestion issues to include physical modifications and robust
transportation demand management strategies.
Ensure land use plans and transportation plans complement each other.

The FAMPO committees should decide whether to endorse or approve the following goals and objectives for inclusion
into the 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan.
Recommended Goals and Objectives for the 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan
Goal 1: Have an efficient, convenient, and interconnected multi-modal transportation system.
Objectives:
1. Plan and build active transportation options that are safe and connect people to the places they want and need to go.
2. Develop a regional freight plan to better move the items we need.
3. Provide and promote a convenient, affordable, and reliable regional and trans-regional mass transit and ridesharing system
for commuters and other travelers.
4. Develop an interconnected, multi-modal, transportation system that is affordable for users and convenient.
5. Examine and implement transportation alternatives that will lessen vehicle congestion.
6. Examine and implement physical and operational roadway improvements that will lessen vehicle congestion.
Goal 2: Strategically develop, manage, and preserve the transportation system.
Objectives:
1. Strategically develop an innovative transportation system that meets current needs and expectations and future needs of
travelers and the region.
2. Create transportation plans that complement planned development and projected growth.
3. Ensure that major residential, commercial, and public developments are designed to accommodate multi-modal travel
options.
4. Improve the effectiveness of public transit service, active transportation routes, and roadways.
5. Implement a robust transportation demand management strategy to reduce roadway congestion.
6. Prioritize and strategically fund projects for all modes of transportation.
7. Ensure public transportation infrastructure is able to support a full level of performance.
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9.

Ensure transportation infrastructure is in a state of good repair and reduce maintenance costs through proper maintenance
planning and by building with durable materials.
Secure more funding for all modes of transportation.

Goal 3: Improve travel safety for all modes of transportation.
Objectives:
1. Reduce the number, frequency, and severity of accidents for all modes of transportation by analyzing transportation
projects and involving community safety partners.
2. Evaluate land use plans for transportation safety issues during the local review process.
3. Improve the physical characteristics and design of transportation infrastructure to optimize safety for all users.
4. Ensure that roadway access points, which are locations where vehicles enter and exit a roadway, are structured to minimize
vehicle-to-vehicle conflicts and vehicle-to-pedestrian/cyclist conflicts.
5. Utilize the George Washington Regional All Hazards Mitigation Plan to identify and plan for natural hazards that impact the
ability to travel safely.
6. Use technology and outreach strategies to communicate with, and educate the public on, future transportation projects
and changes that may impact safety for users and workers.
Goal 4: Protect and improve the environment, promote energy conservation and sustainability, and improve the overall quality of
life.
Objectives:
1. Prioritize and increase active transportation routes that get people to meaningful and desired destinations.
2. Expand and promote affordable bus and rail service.
3. Financially support and promote attractive carpooling and vanpooling options.
4. Collaborate with environmental agencies and entities and incorporate environmentally sensitive designs to minimize
environmental impacts and maintain aesthetic value.
5. Develop a multi-modal transportation system to reduce dependency on single-occupancy vehicles.
6. Preserve environmental attractions and scenic views through the designation of scenic byways.
7. Uphold the preservation of historic, cultural, and natural sites and resources through mindful and cooperative planning.
8. Plan for and support the use of electric, autonomous, and connected vehicles.
9. Consult with stakeholders and avoid encroachment on recreational and military parks, as well as historic properties.
10. Reduce or mitigate flooding and other climate change impacts to bridges, roadways, railways, and active transportation
surfaces.
11. Protect the well-being of vulnerable organisms including, people, animals, and plants.
Goal 5: Plan for and establish a multi-modal transportation system that supports the economic vitality of the region.
Objectives:
1. Provide multiple modes of convenient transportation options to tourist destinations, shopping, recreation, and work.
2. Provide a connected regional system of transit and active transportation routes.
3. Study and strategically implement solutions that will expedite the movement of materials, goods, and people.
4. Increase the region's global and national competitiveness by improving and enhancing regional freight infrastructure.
5. Reduce congestion and increase the reliability of the transportation system.
Goal 6: Provide multi-modal transportation options that enhance the quality of life and improve mobility for vulnerable groups
such as, minority, low-income, seniors, and limited mobility groups.
Objectives:
1. Identify and strategically engage historically underserved populations and their representatives in the transportation
planning process.
2. Evaluate whether transportation projects and plans will adversely affect vulnerable populations and maximize beneficial
impacts to these groups.
3. Develop public transportation services and active transportation routes that appeal to all community members and meet
the needs of low-income, senior citizens, those with mobility challenges, and other traditionally underserved groups.
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Goal 7: Educate, learn from, and include in the transportation planning process, members of the public and stakeholder groups.
Objectives:
1. Provide the public and all stakeholders with timely, easily understood, and easily accessible information on transportation
options, projects, and plans.
2. Conduct public outreach in a manner convenient to the public and other stakeholders to learn about transportation needs,
concerns, and expectations.
3. Convey the public’s perspective to decision makers and report how public input influenced decisions.

Introduction
From November through December 2020, FAMPO staff conducted a public survey to facilitate public involvement in the
development of the goals and objectives for the 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP), a federally mandated
regional transportation plan with a horizon year of 2050. The goals convey what the Fredericksburg region wants to
achieve, while the objectives provide steps to take to reach the goals. The survey asked the public to provide feedback
on the proposed baseline goals and objectives by indicating level of support for each goal and objective through multiple
choice questions and by submitting written comments.
The goals and objectives for the 2050 LRTP are regional in nature and, once adopted into the 2050 LRTP, are intended to
guide the decisions and actions of all those whose work influences the Fredericksburg area’s metropolitan
transportation system, including planners, advisors, and decision-makers. FAMPO staff and stakeholders should develop
corresponding strategies and measures, and periodically review the LRTP goals and objectives to determine whether
efforts are being made to achieve each one.
The proposed baseline goals and objectives in the survey, as well as the survey structure, were developed by FAMPO
staff, with the assistance of several members of the FAMPO Technical Advisory Committee and FAMPO Citizens
Transportation Advisory Committee. The baseline goals and objectives in the survey were collaboratively developed by
considering the existing goals and objectives contained in the current 2045 Long Range Transportation Plan and
discussing other beneficial goals.
News of the public survey was disseminated through social media; the FAMPO website; mass emails; flyers at public
libraries, cafes and breweries; a press release; the Virginia Railway Express newsletter; and two in-person events at FRED
Transit where FAMPO staff spoke with 48 FRED riders and drivers. Copies of the flyers and photos of the events can be
found in Appendix A.
The survey received 670 views which resulted in 230 partial and complete responses. Considering the subject matter,
FAMPO staff are pleased with the level of response. Those who took the survey spent on average a little over 13
minutes, which resulted in about 400 valuable and thoughtful public comments. This report presents survey findings and
demonstrates the systematic approach used to analyze comments. In addition to written comments, the survey
captured numerical data that show the level of public support for each goal and objective.
This report serves three functions:
1. It expresses staff-recommend modifications to the baseline goals and objectives, based on public feedback. See
pages 6-11.
2. It demonstrates the systematic approach used to analyze written comments and conveys numerical data on the
level of public support. For systematic approach sections, see pages 11-31. For level of support data, see
Appendix B.
3. It serves as a record of public comment and public participation for Title VI and environmental justice tracking
purposes. For public comments see pages 35-54, for public participation efforts and records see Appendix A.
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This report first presents recommended changes to the baseline goals and objectives, based on public feedback. There
are many recommendations to reword goals and objectives. Then, in following charts, information is presented that
demonstrates how staff analyzed the survey data to arrive at their recommendations. A final section provides full-length
organized public comments. The appendixes supply images of public involvement efforts, demographic data that was
collected from survey participants, and graphs of survey data.
Complete survey data is available upon request, fampo@gwregion.org.

Recommended Changes to Baseline Goals and Objectives
The survey asked members of the public for feedback on the baseline goals and objective, which are listed in the left
column below. FAMPO staff analyzed the survey data and developed recommended goals and objectives based on
public input for decision makers to consider adopting as the goals and objectives of the 2050 Long Range Transportation
Plan. The recommend goals and objectives based on public input are on the left. For details on how public input was
used to revise the baseline goals, see “Analysis of Public Feedback on Baseline Goals” and “Analysis of Public Feedback
on Baseline Objectives”, page numbers for both sections are listed in the table of contents.
Baseline Survey Goals and Objectives
Goal 1: Have an efficient and convenient transportation
system.

Recommended Goals and Objectives
Goal 1: Have an efficient, convenient, and
interconnected multi-modal transportation system.

Objectives:
1. When designing roadways, include bicycle and
pedestrian paths.

Objectives:
1. Plan and build active transportation options that
are safe and connect people to the places they
want and need to go.

2. Develop a regional freight plan to better move
the items we need.
3. Provide workers and other travelers with viable
and efficient mass transit, ridesharing, and
commuter services as alternatives to singleoccupancy vehicles.
4. When planning for the development of an area,
localities will include a variety of transportation
options and create designs that prevent vehicle
congestion.

2. Develop a regional freight plan to better move
the items we need.
3. Provide and promote a convenient, affordable,
and reliable regional and trans-regional mass
transit and ridesharing system for commuters
and other travelers.
4. (Removed and moved to Goal 2.)

5. Improve transportation options for people with
mobility challenges, people without access to
personal transportation, and those who are
unable to drive.

5. (Removed and moved to Goal 6.)

6. Increase transportation options and convenience
by connecting alternative modes of
transportation. (Example, use sidewalks to
connect neighborhoods to train stations or bus
stops.)

6. Develop an interconnected, multi-modal,
transportation system that is affordable for users
and convenient.

7. Examine all transportation alternatives that
lessen vehicle congestion.

7. Examine and implement transportation
alternatives that will lessen vehicle congestion.

will
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8. Examine and implement physical and operational
roadway improvements that will lessen vehicle
congestion.

Goal 2: Develop, manage, and preserve the
transportation system.

Goal 2: Strategically develop, manage, and preserve the
transportation system.

Objectives:

Objectives:

1. Develop a transportation system that meets the
needs and expectations of travelers and the
region.

1. Strategically develop an innovative
transportation system that meets current needs
and expectations and future needs of travelers
and the region.

2. Create transportation plans that complement
planned development and projected growth.

2. Create transportation plans that complement
planned development and projected growth.

3. Ensure that major activity centers (residential,
commercial, public) are designed to
accommodate a range of transportation modes.

3. Ensure that major residential, commercial, and
public developments are designed to
accommodate multi-modal travel options.

4. Improve the effectiveness of the existing
transportation system and services.

4. Improve the effectiveness of public transit
service, active transportation routes, and
roadways.

5. Implement a variety of methods to improve the
flow of traffic during peak travel times.

5. Implement a robust transportation demand
management strategy to reduce roadway
congestion.

6. Use available transportation funding to maximize
the benefit to the region.

6. Prioritize and strategically fund projects for all
modes of transportation.

7. Maximize funding for public transportation.
(Examples, Virginia Railway Express, Amtrak, and
the FRED bus.)

7. (Removed and combined with objective 6.)

8. Ensure public transportation infrastructure is able
to support a full level of performance.

8. Ensure public transportation infrastructure is able
to support a full level of performance.

9. Minimize maintenance costs through proper
maintenance planning.

9. Ensure transportation infrastructure is in a state
of good repair and reduce maintenance costs
through proper maintenance planning and by
building with durable materials.
10. Secure more funding for all modes of
transportation.
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Goal 3: Provide a safe transportation system.

Goal 3: Improve travel safety for all modes of
transportation.

Objectives:
1. Reduce the number, frequency, and severity of
accidents through proper analysis of all
transportation projects.

Objectives:
1. Reduce the number, frequency, and severity of
accidents for all modes of transportation by
analyzing transportation projects and involving
community safety partners.

2. Evaluate land use plans for transportation safety
issues during the local review process.

2. Evaluate land use plans for transportation safety
issues during the local review process.

3. Improve the physical characteristics and design of
transportation infrastructure to optimize safety
for all users.

3. Improve the physical characteristics and design of
transportation infrastructure to optimize safety
for all users.

4. Increase public awareness of construction zone
safety hazards for workers and users.

4. (Removed and merged with objective 7.)

5. At every opportunity, ensure that roadway access
points, which are locations where vehicles enter
and exit a roadway, are structured to minimize
vehicle-to-vehicle conflicts and vehicle-topedestrian/cyclist conflicts. (Conflicts include
collisions and reduced travel flow.)

5. Ensure that roadway access points, which are
locations where vehicles enter and exit a
roadway, are structured to minimize vehicle-tovehicle conflicts and vehicle-to-pedestrian/cyclist
conflicts.

6. Utilize the George Washington Regional All
Hazards Mitigation Plan to identify and plan for
natural hazards that impact the ability to travel
safely. (Examples of natural hazards that can
impact transportation safety: snow, fire,
damaging winds, and heavy rain.)

6. Utilize the George Washington Regional All
Hazards Mitigation Plan to identify and plan for
natural hazards that impact the ability to travel
safely.

7. Educate the public on future transportation
projects and changes that may impact safety.
Goal 4: Protect and improve the environment, promote
energy conservation and sustainability, and improve the
overall quality of life.
Objectives:
1. Facilitate cycling and walking options.

7. Use technology and outreach strategies to
communicate with, and educate the public on,
future transportation projects and changes that
may impact safety for users and workers.
Goal 4: Protect and improve the environment, promote
energy conservation and sustainability, and improve the
overall quality of life.
Objectives:
1. Prioritize and increase active transportation
routes that get people to meaningful and desired
destinations.
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2. Expand bus and rail use.

2. Expand and promote affordable bus and rail
service.

3. Support carpooling and vanpooling.

3. Financially support and promote attractive
carpooling and vanpooling options.

4. Incorporate environmentally sensitive designs to
minimize environmental impacts and maintain
aesthetic value.

4. Collaborate with environmental agencies and
entities and incorporate environmentally
sensitive designs to minimize environmental
impacts and maintain aesthetic value.

5. Develop a multi-modal transportation system to
reduce dependency on single-occupancy vehicles
(one person traveling in a car).

5. Develop a multi-modal transportation system to
reduce dependency on single-occupancy vehicles.

6. Preserve environmental attractions and scenic
views through the designation of scenic byways.

6. Preserve environmental attractions and scenic
views through the designation of scenic byways.

7. Uphold the preservation of historic, cultural, and
natural sites and resources through mindful and
cooperative planning.

7. Uphold the preservation of historic, cultural, and
natural sites and resources through mindful and
cooperative planning.

8. Support the use of electric, autonomous, and
connected vehicles.

8. Plan for and support the use of electric,
autonomous, and connected vehicles.

9. Avoid encroachment on recreational and military
parks, as well as historic properties.

9. Consult with stakeholders and avoid
encroachment on recreational and military parks,
as well as historic properties.

10. Reduce or mitigate stormwater impacts of
surface transportation.

10. Reduce or mitigate flooding and other climate
change impacts to bridges, roadways, railways,
and active transportation surfaces.

11. Protect the well-being of vulnerable organisms
including, people, animals, and plants.

11. Protect the well-being of vulnerable organisms
including, people, animals, and plants.

Goal 5: Establish a transportation system that supports
the economic vitality of the region.

Goal 5: Plan for and establish a multi-modal
transportation system that supports the economic
vitality of the region.

Objectives:
1. Provide multiple modes of convenient
transportation to tourist destinations.

Objectives:
1. Provide multiple modes of convenient
transportation options to tourist destinations,
shopping, recreation, and work.

2. Provide regional bicycle, pedestrian, bus, and rail
routes.

2. Provide a connected regional system of transit
and active transportation routes.
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3. Study and implement solutions that will expedite
the movement of materials, goods, and people.

3. Study and strategically implement solutions that
will expedite the movement of materials, goods,
and people.

4. Increase the region's global and national
competitiveness by improving and enhancing
regional freight infrastructure.

4. Increase the region's global and national
competitiveness by improving and enhancing
regional freight infrastructure.

5. Reduce congestion and increase the reliability of
the transportation system.

5. Reduce congestion and increase the reliability of
the transportation system.

Goal 6: Provide transportation options that enhance the
quality of life for vulnerable people groups, such as,
minority, low-income, and limited mobility groups.

Goal 6: Provide multi-modal transportation options that
enhance the quality of life and improve mobility for
vulnerable groups such as, minority, low-income,
seniors, and limited mobility groups.

Objectives:
1. Identify and engage vulnerable populations in the
region to learn about their transportation needs.

Objectives:
1. Identify and strategically engage historically
underserved populations and their
representatives in the transportation planning
process.
2. (Removed and merged with objective 1.)

2. Make a proactive effort to include members of
vulnerable groups, or their representatives, into
the transportation planning process.
3. Determine how members of vulnerable groups
will benefit from transportation plans and
projects.

3. Evaluate whether transportation projects and
plans will adversely affect vulnerable populations
and maximize beneficial impacts to these groups.

4. Evaluate whether transportation projects and
plans will adversely affect vulnerable populations
and minimize or mitigate negative impacts.

4. (Removed and merged with objective 3.)

5. Develop public transportation services that
appeal to all income levels to ensure the entire
community has a stake and interest in public
transportation.
Goal 7: Include members of the public in the
transportation planning process.
Objectives:
1. Educate the community about transportation
options and plans.

5. Develop public transportation services and active
transportation routes that appeal to all
community members and meet the needs of lowincome, senior citizens, those with mobility
challenges, and other traditionally underserved
groups.
Goal 7: Educate, learn from, and include in the
transportation planning process, members of the public
and stakeholder groups.
Objectives
1. Provide the public and all stakeholders with
timely, easily understood, and easily accessible
information on transportation options, projects,
and plans.
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2. Conduct public outreach to learn about
transportation needs, concerns, and ideas.

2. Conduct public outreach in a manner convenient
to the public and other stakeholders to learn
about transportation needs, concerns, and
expectations.

3. Convey public input to decision-makers.

3. Convey the public’s perspective to decision
makers and report how public input influenced
decisions.

Analysis of Public Feedback on Baseline Goals
The chart below demonstrates an analysis of public feedback on the baseline goals and the resulting recommended
modifications to the baseline goals. Graphs showing level of public support are included in Appendix B.

Baseline Goals
Goal 1: Have an
efficient and
convenient
transportation
system.

Level of Public
Support for Goal

* Precents rounded to
nearest whole; number
of people are in
parentheses

91% Agree (208)
7% Partly Agree
(17)
1% Disagree (2)

Condensed Public
Comments
•
•
•

Goal 2: Develop,
manage, and
preserve the
transportation
system.

78% Agree (159)
20% Partly Agree
(41)
2% Disagree (5)

•

Goal 3: Provide a safe
transportation
system.

93% Agree (182)
5% Partly Agree
(10)
2% Disagree (3)

•

Goal 4: Protect and
improve the
environment,
promote energy
conservation and
sustainability, and

80% Agree (149)
17% Partly Agree
(31)
3% Disagree (6)

•

•

•

•

Include multimodal in goal
wording.
Must also be
reliable.
Connectively of
modes
important.
Prioritize needs
strategically.
Develop
strategically.

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of Goal

Many comments
on increasing and
improving public
transit and active
transportation.

Change wording of
goal to:

Many comments
on importance of
multi-modal
connectivity.
Many comments
stressed the need
to develop,
manage, and
preserve
strategically.

Multi-modal
safety
concerns.
Safety needs to
be improved.

Comments reflect
the need to clarify
that safety
includes all modes
of transportation.

Electric vehicles
should be
included.
Transportation
for recreation
and health is
important.

Many comments
were received on
including electric
vehicles. Electric
vehicles will be
addressed in
proposed

Have an efficient,
convenient, and
interconnected
multi-modal
transportation
system.
Change wording of
goal to:
Strategically
develop, manage,
and preserve the
transportation
system.
Change wording of
goal to:
Improve travel
safety for all
modes of
transportation.
Keep goal, keep
wording as is.
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Baseline Goals
improve the overall
quality of life.
Goal 5: Establish a
transportation
system that supports
the economic vitality
of the region.

Level of Public
Support for Goal

* Precents rounded to
nearest whole; number
of people are in
parentheses

85% Agree (158)
12% Partly Agree
(22)
3% Disagree (5)

Condensed Public
Comments
•

•

•
•
•

Goal 6: Provide
transportation
options that enhance
the quality of life for
vulnerable people
groups, such as,
minority, lowincome, and limited
mobility groups.

78% Agree (139)
19% Partly Agree
(34)
3% Disagree (5)

•

•
•

•
•

Goal 7: Include
members of the
public in the
transportation
planning process.

88% Agree (156)
11% Partly Agree
(20)
1% Disagree (1)

•

Multi-modal
options
important.
Create and
promote
convenient
multi-modal
options.
Regional
cooperation.
Plan how
success will be
measured.
Plan for
targeted
growth areas.
Focus on
transportation
options for all
types of people,
not just
vulnerable
ones.
Worthy goal
that should be
achieved.
Goal should
include ability
to reach work
and services.
Goal should be
multi-modal.
Goal should
include seniors.

Seek public
input when
measuring
effectiveness,
benefits, and to
identify needs.

Analysis of Public
Comments
rewording of the
objectives for this
goal.
Comments
mention the need
to plan.
Multi-modal is also
of importance.

Although
comments reflect
the desire to
prioritize the
needs of all
people, federal
law requires
proactive steps to
ensure
traditionally
underserved
groups benefit
from federal
dollars and are not
disproportionately
burdened by
transportation
decisions.
Multi-modal is also
of importance, as
is including seniors
in the language.
Education,
convenience, and
expanded
outreach is
important to the
public.

Proposed
Rewording of Goal

Change wording of
goal to:
Plan for and
establish a multimodal
transportation
system that
supports the
economic vitality
of the region.

Change wording of
goal to:
Provide multimodal
transportation
options that
enhance the
quality of life and
improve mobility
for vulnerable
groups such as,
minority, lowincome, seniors,
and limited
mobility groups.

Change wording of
goal to:
Educate, learn
from, and include
in the
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Baseline Goals

Level of Public
Support for Goal

* Precents rounded to
nearest whole; number
of people are in
parentheses

Condensed Public
Comments
•

•

•

•

Extend reach of
public
involvement to
national and
state groups.
Decisionmakers should
experience all
transportation
options to gain
the public’s
perspective.
Educate the
public with
easily
understood
easily
accessible,
transparent,
and timely
information.
Provide
convenient
opportunities
for public
involvement.

Analysis of Public
Comments

There is also a
desire for decision
makers to get a
first-hand
experience of the
transportation
system.

Proposed
Rewording of Goal
transportation
planning process,
members of the
public and
stakeholder
groups.
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Analysis of Public Feedback on Baseline Objectives
The chart below demonstrates an analysis of public feedback on the baseline objectives and the resulting recommended
modifications to the baseline objectives. Graphs showing level of public support are included in Appendix B.

Baseline Objectives

Objectives for Goal 1:
Have an efficient and
convenient
transportation system.
1. When designing
roadways,
include bicycle
and pedestrian
paths.

2. Develop a
regional freight
plan to better
move the items
we need.
3. Provide workers
and other
travelers with
viable and
efficient mass
transit,
ridesharing, and
commuter
services as
alternatives to
single-occupancy
vehicles.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Analysis of Public
Comments

• More bikeways and
pedestrian paths.
• Improve connectivity to other
modes.
• Improve connectivity among
neighborhoods and places
where people want and need to
go.

Public wants a safe
and connected
system.

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

41% support

•

Create and implement
transportation demand
management strategies for
truck drivers.
•
•
•

Create and promote
alternatives to driving.
Make alternatives to
driving more affordable
and reliable.
Increase public
awareness of services
and incentivize use.

They want it to be
a priority, not
something that is
just done in
conjunction with
road projects.
They want to be
able to reach
meaningful places
by foot and bike.
Despite low level
of public support,
freight planning is
critical and
required. Keep
objective.
Public comments
reflect desire to
have services
promoted,
affordable,
convenient, and
reliable.

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Change wording
of objective to:
Plan and build
active
transportation
options that are
safe and
connect people
to the places
they want and
need to go.

Keep objective,
keep wording.

Change wording
of objective to:
Provide and
promote a
convenient,
affordable, and
reliable regional
and transregional mass
transit and
ridesharing
system for
commuters and
other travelers.
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Baseline Objectives

4. When planning
for the
development of
an area,
localities will
include a variety
of transportation
options and
create designs
that prevent
vehicle
congestion.
5. Improve
transportation
options for
people with
mobility
challenges,
people without
access to
personal
transportation,
and those who
are unable to
drive.
6. Increase
transportation
options and
convenience by
connecting
alternative
modes of
transportation.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
Remove this
objective
because it is
included with
Goal 2.

Remove this
objective from
Goal 1 because
it is included
with Goal 6.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

7. Examine all
transportation
alternatives that

Analysis of Public
Comments

•

Improve connectivity
between
bike/pedestrian/and
transit routes.
Increase and improve
transit services and
facilities.
Increase bike and
pedestrian paths.
Improve bus stops and
train stations.
Expand transit service
to rural areas.
Frequent, weekend,
and holiday service.
Make more affordable
and reliable.
Measure effectiveness
of current system.

Change objective
wording to convey
the need to
develop an
interconnected
multi-modal
system, not just
increase
transportation
options.
Add language to
reflect
affordability.

Add wording to
reflect public
desire for action,

Change wording
of objective to:
Develop an
interconnected,
multi-modal,
transportation
system that is
affordable for
users and
convenient.

Change wording
of objective to:
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Baseline Objectives

will lessen
vehicle
congestion.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•
•
•

8. New objective
based on public
input.

•

•
•
•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Reevaluate EZ pass
lanes.
Increase transit to
reduce vehicles on the
road.
Increase transportation
demand management
efforts,
telework/ridesharing/in
ternet to rural areas to
support telework.
Improve local roads
that serve as
alternatives to the
highway.
Create alternate routes
to relieve congestion on
our congested roads.
Strategically add
highway lanes, bridges,
and exits.
Measure effectiveness
of current system.

not just
examination.

Examine and
implement
transportation
alternatives that
will lessen
vehicle
congestion.

Add this objective
to convey the
public desire to
lessen congestion
by modifying
roadways.

Examine and
implement
physical and
operational
roadway
improvements
that will lessen
vehicle
congestion.

Need a fresh look at the
current transportation
system and innovative
ideas.
Reevaluate EZ Pass
Lanes .
Plan for future
commuter trends as a
result of COVID.
Improve connectivity
among modes.
Prioritize strategically.
Identify which
components of the
transportation system

The public wants
strategic and
innovative
development.

Change wording
of objective to:
Change wording
to:

Objectives for Goal 2:
Develop, manage, and
preserve the
transportation system.
1. Develop a
transportation
system that
meets the needs
and expectations
of travelers and
the region.

•

•
•
•
•
•

Strategically
develop an
innovative
transportation
system that
meets current
needs and
expectations
and future
needs of
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Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

•

2. Create
transportation
plans that
complement
planned
development
and projected
growth.
3. Ensure that
major activity
centers
(residential,
commercial,
public) are
designed to
accommodate a
range of
transportation
modes.

•

4. Improve the
effectiveness of
the existing
transportation
system and
services.

•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

are outdated or
infrequently used.
Identify what’s most
important to
improve/invest in.

travelers and
the region.

Encourage mixed-use
development.
Be mindful of
interdependence
between transportation
and land development.
Foster regional
cooperation.
Improve connectivity
among modes.
Many public comments
in support of expanded
and improved public
transit and active
transportation options.

Keep objective,
keep wording.

Improve connectivity
among modes.
Improve local roads
Reduce roadway
congestion.
Many public comments
in support of expanded
and improved public
transit.
Many public comments
in support of more
active transportation
options and
improvements.

Multi-modal is
important to the
public, not just “a
range of”
transportation
options.

Specifying all
modes is
important to the
public.

Change
objective
wording to:
Ensure that
major
residential,
commercial, and
public
developments
are designed to
accommodate
multi-modal
travel options.
Change wording
of objective to:
Improve the
effectiveness of
public transit
service, active
transportation
routes, and
roadways.
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5. Implement a
variety of
methods to
improve the flow
of traffic during
peak travel
times.

6. Use available
transportation
funding to
maximize the
benefit to the
region.

7. Maximize
funding for
public
transportation.
(Examples,
Virginia Railway
Express, Amtrak,
and the FRED
bus.)
8. Ensure public
transportation
infrastructure is
able to support a
full level of
performance.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Improve connectivity
among modes.
Improve local roads
Reduce roadway
congestion
Need a fresh look at the
current transportation
system and innovative
ideas

Include the words
“strategy” and
“transportation
demand
management” to
reflect the public’s
desire for new
solutions and
innovative ideas to
manage
congestion.

Reevaluate EZ Pass
Lanes
Identify what is most
important to
improve/invest in
Prioritize strategically
Identify which
components of the
transportation system
are outdated or
infrequently used

And the words
“prioritize” and
“strategically” to
emphasize the
public’s desire to
identify what is
most important
and fund projects
strategically.

•

Identify/secure more
funding

•

Identify which
components of the
transportation system
are outdated or
infrequently used
Plan for future
commuter trends as a
result of COVID

•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Add “for all modes
of transportation”
to include baseline
objective 7
(below).

Good measure of
public support for
objective.

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
Change
objective
wording to:
Implement a
robust
transportation
demand
management
strategy to
reduce roadway
congestion.
Change wording
of objective to:
Prioritize and
strategically
fund projects
for all modes of
transportation.

Remove
objective,
combine with
above objective,
baseline
objective 6.

Keep objective,
keep wording.
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9. Minimize
maintenance
costs through
proper
maintenance
planning.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•
•

•

Improve local roads
Build with durable
materials that need less
maintenance/last
longer
Include state of good
repair language

Analysis of Public
Comments
Add wording
“state of good
repair” to reflect
the public’s desire
to not just
minimize costs,
but to also ensure
infrastructure is
well maintained.
Add the wording
“building with
durable materials”
to reflect the
public’s desire to
specifically include
material selection.

10. New objective
based on public
input.

Objectives for Goal 3:
Provide a safe
transportation system.
1. Reduce the
number,
frequency, and
severity of
accidents
through proper
analysis of all
transportation
projects.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify more funding

Plan for increase in
autonomous vehicles.
Invest in solutions to
reduce speeding and
reckless driving.
Design and improve
travel ways to promote
safety.
Make bike and
pedestrian safety a
priority.
Invest in transit
security.
Increase transit to
reduce vehicles on the
road.

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
Change
objective
wording to:
Ensure
transportation
infrastructure is
in a state of
good repair and
reduce
maintenance
costs through
proper
maintenance
planning and by
building with
durable
materials.

Add objective to
address public’s
desire to have
more funding
identified.

Add objective to
Goal 2:

The public believes
public safety
professionals
should be included
in conversations
on travel safety.

Change
objective
wording to:

Add “all modes of
transportation” to
emphasize the
public desire for
safety to be
improved for all
modes.

Secure more
funding for all
modes of
transportation.

Reduce the
number,
frequency, and
severity of
accidents for all
modes of
transportation
by analyzing
transportation
projects and
including
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Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•
•

2. Evaluate land
use plans for
transportation
safety issues
during the local
review process.
3. Improve the
physical
characteristics
and design of
transportation
infrastructure to
optimize safety
for all users.

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

4. Increase public
awareness of
construction
zone safety
hazards for
workers and
users.

5. At every
opportunity,
ensure that
roadway access
points, which
are locations
where vehicles

49% Support

•
•

•
•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Identify and analyze
accident hotspots.
Seek the feedback of
law enforcement.
Study how planned land Good measure of
use might impact travel public support.
safety.

community
safety partners.

Design and improve
travel ways to promote
safety.
Slow traffic and curtail
speeding in residential
and business areas with
physical roadway
changes.
Improve bridges.
Improve safety of local
roads.
Make bike and
pedestrian safety a
priority.
Increase transit to
reduce vehicles on the
road.

Good measure of
public support.

Keep objective,
keep wording.

Use technology to
communicate travel
hazards.
Education to promote
safe use of the
transportation system.

Although this
received less than
50% support, it is
an important
objective to keep.

Remove
objective and
merge with
baseline
objective 7.

The objective
could be combined
with baseline
objective 7.
Public feedback
expressed the
desire to remove
vague language.
Remove “at every
opportunity”.

Reword
objective to:

Make bike and
pedestrian safety a
priority.
Design and improve
travel ways to promote
safety.

Keep objective,
keep wording.

Ensure that
roadway access
points, which
are locations
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enter and exit a
roadway, are
structured to
minimize
vehicle-tovehicle conflicts
and vehicle-topedestrian/cyclis
t conflicts.
(Conflicts
include collisions
and reduced
travel flow.)
6. Utilize the
George
Washington
Regional All
Hazards
Mitigation Plan
to identify and
plan for natural
hazards that
impact the
ability to travel
safely.
(Examples of
natural hazards
that can impact
transportation
safety: snow,
fire, damaging
winds, and
heavy rain.)
7. Educate the
public on future
transportation
projects and
changes that
may impact
safety.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•

Improve safety of local
roads.

•

Confused by what the
manual is.

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
where vehicles
enter and exit a
roadway, are
structured to
minimize
vehicle-tovehicle conflicts
and vehicle-topedestrian/cycli
st conflicts.

The public is
confused as to
what the manual
is.
Reword objective
to exclude wording
in parentheses,
which was used to
clarify the
statement for
survey takers.

Reword to:
Utilize the
George
Washington
Regional All
Hazards
Mitigation Plan
to identify and
plan for natural
hazards that
impact the
ability to travel
safely.
Make sure the
objective has a
link to the
manual.

•
•

Use technology to
communicate travel
hazards.
Education to promote
safe use of the
transportation system.

Add language
about safety for
construction
workers. This will
allow objective 4
and 7 to be
combined.
Include wording
about using
technology to

Change wording
of objective to:
Use technology
and outreach
strategies to
communicate
with, and
educate the
public on, future
transportation
projects and
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Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Objectives for Goal 4:
Protect and improve the
environment, promote
energy conservation and
sustainability, and
improve the overall
quality of life.
1. Facilitate cycling
and walking
options.

•
•
•

2. Expand bus and
rail use.

•
•

3. Support
carpooling and
vanpooling.

•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

improve
communication.

changes that
may impact
safety for users
and workers.

Promote mixed-use
development and smart
planning.
Provide and emphasize
mass transit and active
transportation options.
Prioritize planning for a
transportation system
that minimally impacts
the environment and is
sustainable.

Public sentiment
reflects desire to
do more than just
“facilitate.”

Changing
wording of
objective to:

Provide and emphasize
mass transit and active
transportation options.
Affordable and
attractive alternatives
to single-occupancy
vehicular travel.

Public comment
expresses need to
promote bus and
rail service and
make it affordable.

Change wording
of objective to:

Affordable and
attractive alternatives
to single-occupancy
vehicular travel.

The public wants
affordable options,
so clarify that
support should be
financial.

Changing
wording of
objective to:

Also, the public
wants the services
to be promoted
and attractive.

Prioritize and
increase active
transportation
routes that get
people to
meaningful and
desired
destinations.

Expand and
promote
affordable bus
and rail service.

Financially
support and
promote
attractive
carpooling and
vanpooling
options.
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4. Incorporate
environmentally
sensitive designs
to minimize
environmental
impacts and
maintain
aesthetic value.

5. Develop a multimodal
transportation
system to
reduce
dependency on
single-occupancy
vehicles (one
person traveling
in a car).

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Condensed Public Comments

•

•

•
•
•

•

6. Preserve
environmental
attractions and
scenic views
through the
designation of
scenic byways.

•

7. Uphold the
preservation of

•

•

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Consider environmental
impacts of
transportation projects
at the planning level.
Work cooperatively
with a wide range of
non-transportation
agencies, seek input
from environmental
advocates.

Public expresses
need for
cooperation
among agencies
and entities.

Change wording
of goal to:

Promote mixed-use
development and smart
planning.
Provide and emphasize
mass transit and active
transportation options.
Educate the public and
other stakeholders on
the importance of
investing in eco-friendly
transportation.
Prioritize planning for a
transportation system
that minimally impacts
the environment and is
sustainable.

Good measure of
public support.

Consider environmental
impacts of
transportation projects
at the planning level.
Prioritize planning for a
transportation system
that minimally impacts
the environment and is
sustainable.

Good measure of
public support.

Develop a multimodal
transportation
system to
reduce
dependency on
singleoccupancy
vehicles.
Keep objective,
keep wording.

Consider environmental
impacts of

Good measure of
public support.

Keep objective,
keep wording.

Collaborate with
environmental
agencies and
entities and
incorporate
environmentally
sensitive
designs to
minimize
environmental
impacts and
maintain
aesthetic value.
Change wording
of objective to
remove words
in parentheses
which served to
clarify terms for
survey takers:
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historic, cultural,
and natural sites
and resources
through mindful
and cooperative
planning.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

•

•
8. Support the use
of electric,
autonomous,
and connected
vehicles.

•

•

•

9. Avoid
encroachment
on recreational
and military
parks, as well as
historic
properties.

•

•

•
•
10. Reduce or
mitigate
stormwater
impacts of

•

transportation projects
at the planning level.
Work cooperatively
with a wide range of
non-transportation
agencies, seek input
from environmental
advocates.
Consult with those who
will be affected by
projects.
Plan for the needs and
funding consequences
of vehicles that do not
use fossil fuels.
Ensure that there is a
functioning electric
vehicle charging
infrastructure and
electric transit.
Educate the public and
other stakeholders on
the importance of
investing in eco-friendly
transportation.

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Public input
mentions the need
to plan for related
changes. Add the
word “plan”.

Change wording
of objective to:

Consider environmental
impacts of
transportation projects
at the planning level.
Work cooperatively
with a wide range of
non-transportation
agencies, seek input
from environmental
advocates.
Consult with those who
will be affected by
projects.
Too many battlefields.

The majority of the
public comments
reflect an
appreciation for
greenspace.

Change wording
of goal to:

Plan for flooding and
other climate change
impacts.

Public wants to
clarify vague terms
and include other

Public sentiment
conveys the need
to work
cooperatively with
those outside of
the transportation
realm. Add the
word “consult”.

Plan for and
support the use
of electric,
autonomous,
and connected
vehicles.

Consult with
stakeholders
and avoid
encroachment
on recreational
and military
parks, as well as
historic
properties.

Change wording
of objective to:
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surface
transportation.

11. Protect the wellbeing of
vulnerable
organisms
including,
people, animals,
and plants.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

impacts from
climate change.

•

•

•
•

Objectives for Goal 5:
Establish a
transportation system
that support the
economic vitality of the
region.
1. Provide multiple
modes of
convenient
transportation
to tourist
destinations.

Analysis of Public
Comments

•
•

•

Consider environmental
impacts of
transportation projects
at the planning level.
Work cooperatively
with a wide range of
non-transportation
agencies, seek input
from environmental
advocates.
Develop strategies to
reduce emissions
Prioritize planning for a
transportation system
that minimally impacts
the environment and is
sustainable.

Good measure of
public support.

Solutions to parking.
Create and promote
convenient multi-modal
options to reach work,
shopping, recreation.
Increase efficiency of
existing transportation
system.

Public comment
mentions the
importance of
providing multiple
modes of
convenient
transportation to
places of work,
shopping, and
recreation. Add

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
Reduce or
mitigate
flooding and
other climate
change impacts
to bridges,
roadways,
railways, and
active
transportation
surfaces.
Keep objective,
keep wording.

Change wording
of objective to:
Provide multiple
modes of
convenient
transportation
options to
tourist
destinations,
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Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

these items to the
objective.

2. Provide regional
bicycle,
pedestrian, bus,
and rail routes.

•
•

3. Study and
implement
solutions that
will expedite the
movement of
materials, goods,
and people.

•

4. Increase the
region’s global
and national
competitiveness
by improving
and enhancing
regional freight
infrastructure.
5. Reduce
congestion and
increase the
reliability of the
transportation
system.
Objectives for Goal 6:
Provide transportation
options that enhance
the quality of life for
vulnerable groups, such
as, minority, low-

•
•

46% support

Analysis of Public
Comments

Regional cooperation.
Increase efficiency of
existing transportation
system.

Plan for targeted
growth areas.
Regional cooperation.
Increase efficiency of
existing transportation
system.

•
•

Regional cooperation
Plan how success will
be measured.

•

Increase efficiency of
existing transportation
system.

As conveyed in
overall survey
answers, the
public wants
improve,
expanded, and
connected transit
and active
transportation
routes.
Comments reflect
the need to have
targeted growth
and planning. Add
the word
“strategically.”

Although a
majority of survey
takers did not
support improving
regional freight
infrastructure. It is
necessary to plan
for freight
movement.
Good measure of
public support.

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
shopping,
recreation, and
work.
Change wording
of objective to:
Provide a
connected
regional system
of transit and
active
transportation
routes.
Change wording
of objective to:
Study and
strategically
implement
solutions that
will expedite the
movement of
materials,
goods, and
people.
Keep objective,
keep wording.

Keep objective,
keep wording.
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income, and limited
mobility groups.
1. Identify and
engage
vulnerable
populations in
the region to
learn about their
transportation
needs.

2. Make a
proactive effort
to include
members of
vulnerable
groups, or their
representatives,
into the
transportation
planning
process.

3. Determine how
members of
vulnerable
groups will
benefit from
transportation

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Analysis of Public
Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

•

•

•

•

•

Identify and
strategically reach out
to underserved groups
to learn needs and
gather their input.
Support
communications
among, planners,
decision-makers,
organizations that serve
vulnerable people
groups, and
traditionally
underserved
individuals.

Identify and
strategically reach out
to underserved groups
to learn needs and
gather their input.
Support
communications
among, planners,
decision-makers,
organizations that serve
vulnerable people
groups, and
traditionally
underserved
individuals.
Evaluate how
transportation plans
benefit or burden
vulnerable groups.

Baseline objective
1 and 2 should be
combined.
Including
representatives of
vulnerable groups
is important to the
public.
Strategic outreach
is also important.
“Vulnerable” is
fairly vague,
consider the term
“historically
underserved.”

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Change wording
of objective to:
Identify and
strategically
engage
historically
underserved
populations and
their
representatives
in the
transportation
planning
process.

This objective is
like objective 1.
Merge the two.

Remove
objective,
merge with
objective 1.

Good measure of
public support.

Change wording
on objective to:

Like objective 4
below. Merge the
two.

Evaluate
whether
transportation
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plans and
projects.

4. Evaluate
whether
transportation
projects and
plans will
adversely affect
vulnerable
populations and
minimize or
mitigate
negative
impacts.
5. Develop public
transportation
services that
appeal to all
income levels to
ensure the
entire
community has a
stake and
interest in public
transportation.

Objectives for Goal 7:
Include members of the

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Analysis of Public
Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

•

Evaluate how
transportation plans
benefit or burden
vulnerable groups.

Good measure of
public support.
Like objective 3
above.

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective
projects and
plans will
adversely affect
vulnerable
populations and
maximize
beneficial
impacts to these
groups.
Remove
objective and
merge with
above objective.

Merge with above
objective.

•

Expand and improve
transit service and
active transportation
routes to meet the
needs of low-income,
senior citizens, those
with disabilities, and
other traditionally
underserved groups.

Active
transportation
options are
important.
Services must
meet needs, not
just “appeal to.”
Wide public
support to focus
on meeting the
needs of
traditionally
underserved.

Change wording
of objective to:
Develop public
transportation
services and
active
transportation
routes that
appeal to all
community
members and
meet the needs
of low-income,
senior citizens,
those with
mobility
challenges, and
other
traditionally
underserved
groups.
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public in the
transportation planning
process.
1. Educate the
community
about
transportation
options and
plans.

Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Analysis of Public
Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

•
•

Extend reach of public
involvement to national
and state groups.
Educate the public with
easily understood easily
accessible, transparent,
and timely information.

The public thinks
that a wider net
must be cast to
include
Stakeholders
outside of the
community should
also be included in
outreach.
Education also
needs to be timely,
and easily
understood and
accessed.

2. Conduct public
outreach to
learn about
transportation
needs, concerns,
and ideas.

•

•
•
•

3. Convey public
input to
decision-makers.

•

•

Seek the public input
when measuring
effectiveness and
benefits of the
transportation system.
Seek public input to
identify needs and
expectations.
Provide convenient
opportunities for public
involvement.
Extend reach of public
involvement to national
and state groups.

Stakeholders
outside of the
community should
also be included.

Decision-makers and
planners should
experience all
transportation options
in the region to gain the
public’s perspective.
Incorporate the public’s
input and convey how it
made a difference.

Public comments
highlight a desire
to have decision
makers know the
public’s
perspective, not
just hear their
input.

Seek public input
on effectiveness,
benefits, needs,
and expectations.
Make public
participation
convenient.

Further, they want
to know how their

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

Change wording
of objective to:
Provide the
public and all
stakeholders
with timely,
easily
understood, and
easily
accessible
information on
transportation
options,
projects, and
plans.
Change wording
of objective to:
Conduct public
outreach in a
manner
convenient to
the public and
other
stakeholders to
learn about
transportation
needs,
concerns, and
expectations.
Change wording
of objective to:
Convey the
public’s
perspective to
decision makers
and report how
public input
influenced
decisions.
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Notably low
levels of
public
support, <50%

Condensed Public Comments

Precents rounded to
nearest whole

Analysis of Public
Comments

Proposed
Rewording of
Objective

input influenced
decisions.

Public Comments Summarized and Categorized
To support analyzation efforts of almost 400 written public comments, comments were sorted into the categories
below. Comments of similar nature were combined. A complete list of full-length public comments is included later in
this report, see the section titled “Full-length Public Comments by Category”. Comments categorized as “general” and
specific in nature to a transportation project, will be forwarded to the appropriate locality or organization.

Category and Corresponding Goal
Public Transit (Associated with goal 1)

Active Transportation (Associated with goal 1)

Congestion of Roadways (Associated with goal
1)

Summarized Public Comments
• Identify more funding options.
• Support frequent, weekend, and holiday
service.
• Make more affordable and reliable.
• Increase public awareness of services
and incentivize use.
• Extend and improve service.
• Improve connectivity to other modes.
• Expand public transit to rural areas.
• Improve train stations.
• Develop with equity in mind.
• Measure effectiveness of current
system.
• Identify more funding options.
• More bikeways and pedestrian paths.
• Improve connectivity to other modes.
• Improve connectivity among
neighborhoods and places where people
want and need to go.
• Identify more funding options.
• Create and promote alternatives to
driving.
• Strategically add highway lanes, bridges
and exits.
• Reevaluate EZ pass Lanes.
• Increase transportation demand
management efforts,
telework/ridesharing/internet to rural
areas to support telework.
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Freight (Associated with Goal 1)

Developing and maintaining the transportation
system (Associated with Goal 2)

Summarized Public Comments
• Improve local roads that serve as
alternatives to highway.
• Create alternate routes to relieve.
congestion on our congested roads
• Measure effectiveness of system.
• Create and implement transportation
demand management strategies for
truck drivers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety (Associated with Goal 3)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify what’s most important to
improve/invest in.
Identify/secure more funding.
Reevaluate EZ Pass Lanes.
Foster regional cooperation.
Plan for future commuter trends as a
result of COVID.
Improve connectivity among modes.
Be mindful of interdependence.
between transportation and land
development.
Encourage mixed-use development.
Improve local roads.
Prioritize strategically.
Need a fresh look at the current
transportation system and innovative
ideas.
Identify which components of the
transportation system are outdated or
infrequently used.
Build with durable materials that need
less maintenance/last longer.
Include state of good repair language.
Slow traffic and curtail speeding in
residential and business areas with
physical roadway changes.
Improve travel for fire and rescue.
Improve safety of local roads.
Improve bridges.
Plan for increase in autonomous
vehicles.
Invest in solutions to reduce speeding
and reckless driving.
Design and improve travel ways to
promote safety.
Use technology to communicate travel
hazards.
Education to promote safe use of the
transportation system.
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Category and Corresponding Goal

Environment, sustainability, and quality of life
(Associated with Goal 4)

Economic vitality (Associated with goal 5)

Summarized Public Comments
• Make bike and pedestrian safety a
priority.
• Study how planned land use might
impact travel safety.
• Invest in transit security.
• Increase transit to reduce vehicles on
the road.
• Identify and analyze accident hotspots.
• Seek the feedback of law enforcement.
• Plan for the needs and funding
consequences of vehicles that do not
use fossil fuels.
• Ensure that there is a functioning
electric vehicle charging infrastructure
and electric transit.
• Promote mixed-use development and
smart planning.
• Consider environmental impacts of
transportation projects at the planning
level.
• Work cooperatively with a wide range of
non-transportation agencies, seek input
from environmental advocates.
• Plan for flooding and other climate
change impacts.
• Provide and emphasize mass transit and
active transportation options.
• Develop strategies to reduce emissions
• Litter education.
• Affordable and attractive alternatives to
single-occupancy vehicular travel.
• Educate the public and other
stakeholders on the importance of
investing in eco-friendly transportation.
• Prioritize planning for a transportation
system that minimally impacts the
environment and is sustainable.
• Consult with those who will be affected
by projects.
• Develop a method to measure success
and return on investment.
•
•
•
•

Solutions to parking.
Create and promote convenient multimodal options to reach work, shopping,
recreation.
Increase efficiency of existing
transportation system.
Regional cooperation.
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Category and Corresponding Goal
Transportation for vulnerable people groups
(Associated with goal 6)

Public Involvement (Associated with goal 7)

General Comments
*Not associated with any particular goal

Summarized Public Comments
• Plan how success will be measured.
• Plan for targeted growth areas.
• Expand and improve transit service and
active transportation routes to meet the
needs of low-income, senior citizens,
those with disabilities, and other
traditionally underserved groups.
• Identify and strategically reach out to
underserved groups to learn needs and
gather their input.
• Support communications among,
planners, decision-makers, organizations
that serve vulnerable people groups,
and traditionally underserved
individuals.
• Evaluate how transportation plans
benefit or burden vulnerable groups.
• Seek the public input when measuring
effectiveness and benefits of the
transportation system.
• Seek public input to identify needs and
expectations.
• Extend reach of public involvement to
national and state groups.
• Decision-makers and planners should
experience all transportation options in
the region to gain the public’s
perspective.
• Educate the public with easily
understood easily accessible,
transparent, and timely information.
• Provide convenient opportunities for
public involvement.
• Incorporate the public’s input and
convey how it made a difference.
•
•
•
•

Resolve political conflicts and improve
communication among decision makers.
General policy concerns.
Advocating for a citizen’s project
proposal for a “parallel road with a trail
west of I-95.”
Feedback on survey structure and
language.
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Full-length Public Comments by Category
Approximately 400 public comments were submitted through the survey. Comments were broken down into the
following categories, and comments that transcend more than one category have been listed under each applicable
category. Comments have only been lightly edited for clarity. In this report, commenters are not associated with their
comments, however, comment data is part of the public record and that information is available upon request,
fampo@gwregion.org. Commenters were asked to provide their name, locality, and contact information, but to
encourage public participation, they were not required to do so.
Comment Categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Transit
Active Transportation
Congestion of Roadways
Freight
Developing and Maintaining the Transportation System
Travel Safety
Environment, Sustainability, and Quality of Life
Transportation’s Impact on Economic Vitality
Transportation for Vulnerable People Groups
Public Involvement
General Comments

Public Comments on Public Transit
1. Availability of public transportation on weekends and holidays i.e VRE.
2. Make the information very accessible and easy to ﬁnd. I have lived here for three years and still cannot ﬁgure
out the Fredericksburg little shuttle bus things.
3. Make transport modes affordable.
4. I think Goal 1 should also encompass affordable modes of transportation.
5. Local buses that go to VRE stations.
6. More route redundancy.
7. High speed rail Richmond to Washington, DC.
8. Reliable mass transit with designated bus stops.
9. FRED should provide better customer service. Their dispatch staﬀ is not nice.
10. Mass transit and bicycle paths are a must.
11. Convenience for travelers connecting between modes must be efficient to be convenient.
12. It may be difficult, extending metro WMATA with the availability of parking would be greatly needed. I do not
13. drive.
14. More early and late trains to dc.
15. Shifting our focus over the next 30 years to alternatives to single occupancy vehicles is great! I once looked up
on the Fred bus system my own commute to Mary Washington Hospital, and it would have taken an hour and a
half to get there, and no way to get home after work because of the hours. I live close enough to walk to a bus
stop in Spotsylvania. It was disappointing and furthered my reliance on a car when I would prefer public
transportation.
16. Increase public transit among all counties of Planning District 16: i.e. Caroline, King George, Spotsylvania,
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17.

18.

19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

31.

32.

33.
34.

Stafford and Fredericksburg. Bus, rail, creative people-mover systems, etc. Transit oriented development is not
just for high density urban areas. TOD should also work with developers of affordable housing in suburban and
rural areas.
Extend train travel from north to south & south to north, meaning beyond Fredericksburg south, & Washington
D.C. north for everyday use, it will generate good revenue and lessen traffic a great deal on the weekends as
well a weekdays, all other cities have 24hr day train service.
Also, maximizing benefits to the region as identified by both the public and planners: a joint effort. Also,
emphasize maximize funding to extend FRED service to some outlying areas of PD 16; not just connect to DC
and major hubs.
Update the Amtrak station and extend Amtrak pickup and drop off to the Spotsylvania VRE station. Also
provide weekend and holiday travel on the VRE. Provide bus service to make frequent stops to Spotsylvania
VRE Station.
Increase contributions to FRED to increase route frequency.
Increase amount of early morning and late trains.
We need a transportation system that works: appropriate buses with congruent schedules, connections with
train stations, etc.
We need to focus significantly more on public transportation and alternate transport rather than endlessly
"fixing" current roads.
I think our future is in mass transit, and attempting to preserve an outdated system will only increase
frustration in the community. Improving the existing roads but not investing in an expanded
bus/bike/pedestrian system would be an expensive long-term mistake.
In regard to ensuring public transportation infrastructure is able to support a full-level of performance, a full
level of equitable growth and performance could expand work plan items for this goal.
Using existing metrics, we say that public transportation is not cost-effective unless there is a certain level of
density and our solution to less density is less frequent and less widespread service which renders it almost
useless for most potential users.
The system as it currently stands is more than sufficient - what's missing are commuter incentives for mass
transportation by train, bus etc.
Train trips - need to run on weekends when families and adults have the time to take mini trips.
We need light rail to DC. I always hear how we don't have the population to support light rail, but if we start
planning for it now, then we'll have the population once it's started or completed.
Traffic congestion in this area is horrible due to construction and poor driving habits of commuters. The more
safe public transportation options available, the less drivers on the road. Please look into more commuter lots
that have mass transit to the VRE or commuter bus services also. Offer tax incentives to people who utilize
public transportation on a regular basis.
Our current transportation system needs updated routes and those routes be evaluated at least every 2
years for efficiency, logistics and demographics. The transportation planners should actually use the
transportation service before making changes to the service. I could go on and on. However, a more reliable
and safe service is needed in the region in order to grow commerce, improve quality of life, and enhance
residential growth.
Increase public transit across the region, especially the FRED system into Caroline and King George Counties.
Promote and develop a low cost, rapid rail system to link Washington DC, Fredericksburg, Caroline County,
Henrico County and Richmond. The cost is high; however, so it the cost of fuel, road maintenance, lost
productivity due to traffic clog, and environmental costs.
More rail transit. Need late night departures from Washington back to Fredericksburg. I drive I-95 now because
my job ends in WAS at 9pm and there is no southbound VRE or Amtrak to take home.
Expand commuter rail service between Fredericksburg and Washington DC. Offer more weekday service. Start
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weekend service.
35. Establish a true regional transit system with established posted bus schedules and times etc. Expand trains so
VRE goes in either direction in the morning and evening.
36. Public transit service that works, having buses that don't stop running at 3 PM, getting the VRE running in both
directions 7 days a week. FRED needs to service all VRE stations in the area. having a transit center in Stafford
and an express bus connection between it and the one in Fredericksburg.
37. Include more bus service throughout Spotsylvania,
38. especially Lee's Parke to include weekends and Holidays. Extend Amtrak to the Spotsylvania VRE station. Extend
Metro to the area. Bus stops should be well marked and visible to include shelters.
39. Make it easier to either park or take a bus / rail to Fredericksburg from Stafford. I love the downtown area but
do not want to drive.
40. It would be cool to see electric trolleys in the area.
41. A fairy or boat that would transport people from Fredericksburg to Aquia up and down the Potomac like they
have in Alexandria would be nice too.
42. I know the rail is tough to schedule since I take VRE but if there was a way to share the track for local transport
daily that could help reduce traffic in downtown Fredericksburg especially for happy hours and dinners.
43. Expand the bus system to be an efficient option.
44. Work on promptness of rail service. Delays are costly to parents with children in daycare, or those who have
second jobs at the end of their commute. Cap increases so they aren't as often or and cannot be over a certain
percentage.
45. Let's support local and regional transit options to/from downtown Fburg. Right now, the only way to get there is
to drive, take a very long, local bus, or Amtrak from further distances. Need more express options that run 7
days a week.
46. The VRE is an excellent mode of transportation. I would hope to see expansion of train time once COVID is
mitigated.
47. Invest in filtration systems to increase trust with ridership.
48. Please coordinate between all currently available public transportation options in this region for the daily longdistance commuters speciﬁcally. It's important for FRED Shuttle to support VRE rail stations and VDOT
Commuter/Slug Lots during AM + PM rush hours to provide needed options to tax-paying LDC workers to get to
work without driving their cars when possible. If there was a reliable safety-net coordination between FRED
Shuttle + VRE stations, it would give commuters the option of taking the bus to the nearest train station if they
ﬁnd long lines at the VDOT Slug lots or learn of bad I95 traﬃc delays /accidents on their route and want to park
in the nearest VDOT Commuter Lot and shuttle bus ride over to the VRE station on short notice, as happens on
hectic workdays frequently for long-distance commuters. If FRED Shuttle buses consistently connected to VDOT
Slug lots + VRE stations, it would help stressed commuters have reliable alternate transit options to still get to
work on time and would welcome this type of ﬂexible + convenient commuter connections.
49. It’s a commuter train. Treat it like what it is. All people care about is it being cheap and running on time.
50. he VRE Is great and is why so many live In Fredericksburg and Spotsylvania. The issues with the train are that it
1) is slow and 2) plays second ﬁddle to freight trains. Fixing these two problems would make the public very
happy.
51. Just get the buses, please!
52. When the kids were little I wished for a way to get us from Fburg to DC or Richmond mid-day that didn't include
being stuck in traﬃc for maybe hours, a high cost for the train that made it cheaper to drive, pay for parking and
eat lunch than take a train, impractical schedules for train and buses, we are missing out on some of our nation's
best attractions because of poor transportation.
53. Support the new Long Bridge over the Potomac to add more trains to the city.
54. Please consider multi-modal connections and enhancements for travel from the region to the nearest airports
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55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

(Richmond and Reagan National). Consider adding a FRED route to the Omniride hub to allow connections to the
weekend express route to Springﬁeld-Franconia metro.
A Monorail system in the center of 1-95 from DC to Richmond.
Expand public transit routes.
Create and sustain bus links among centers of commerce and affordable housing in Caroline, King George,
Spotsylvania, Staﬀord and Fredericksburg. Increase ride-share across the region.
Increase light-rail between Richmond and D.C. with stops at major centers of commerce and housing along the
way.
Bring south railway service during the day. A new track.
Better bus system for Fredericksburg. Big Park and Ride near where the new HOT lanes will end. They should be
all along that HOT corridor, well-marked, with bus lines and slug lines.

Public Comments on Active Transportation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Less roadway, more bikeways.
I think Goal 1 should also encompass aﬀordable modes of transportation.
Mass transit and bicycle paths are a must.
Convenience for travelers connecting between modes must be eﬃcient and convenient.
Connecting newer and established neighborhoods to each other and to higher education schools/colleges,
entertainment/shopping, and green spaces/parks.
Invest in designated bike lanes for transportation throughout the city.
Route 2 South out of Fredericksburg going to New Post needs a dedicated bicycle lane and all trails in the
greater Fredericksburg area need to be connected to allow bicyclists longer and safer recreational and
commuter routes.
We need to focus signiﬁcantly more on public transportation and alternate transport rather than endlessly
"ﬁxing" current roads.
Improving the existing roads but not investing in an expanded bus/bike/pedestrian system would be an
expensive long term mistake.
Build more grade-separated trails and pathways to reduce pedestrian/car conﬂicts.
Need increased sidewalks and walking/biking paths in Staﬀord’s older established neighborhoods. Many areas
are completely unsafe to walk especially after sunset due to no sidewalks or streetlights.
My top desires are more bike lanes and pedestrian walkways that are SAFE. Could we add some type of marked
barrier between the bike lane and road to make it more visible? Also so many people walk out of necessity and
it’s dangerous.
Take a walk/bike priority approach to transportation planning. The automobile-ﬁrst approach we've used over
the past century is a disaster. Encourage people to walk or ride bicycles to run errands, commute, and to get to
other areas of town.
More sidewalks for pedestrians and better street lighting.
Put sidewalks along route 1. I see so many people waking along side the road. Especially near the Dominos pizza
(2606 Jeﬀerson Davis Hwy, Staﬀord, VA 22554). There is a narrow bridge and ppl try to walk on the road to
cross.
Would love to see more walking paths/sidewalks with lighting.
More crosswalks.
I love seeing people out enjoying the paths and nature. I think you are headed in the best direction!
Plan for sidewalks along most roads, as pedestrian traﬃc will happen regardless of whether there are sidewalks
or not.
Staﬀord County is severely lacking in recreational infrastructure to support the community needs. It would be
great to see some focus on parks, trails, and recreation so county residents don’t have to continually go to
Northern Virginia or Fredericksburg and Richmond for recreation and outdoors fun.
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21. When I moved here 24 years ago I was very disappointed in the lack of safe biking and that I really couldn’t leave
my neighborhood safely on a bike. Now 24 years later, it's the same. If I want to bike, I have to put my bike in a
car and drive to somewhere safe. Needless to say, I pretty much gave up biking. And my kids never really biked
much either.
22. my neighborhood safely on a bike. Now 24 years later, it's the same. If I want to bike, I have to put my bike in a
car and drive to somewhere safe. Needless to say, I pretty much gave up biking. And my kids never really biked
much either.
23. We used to live in Arlington, and we could safely bike everywhere!! I would love additional options for riding my
bike, not just on trails, but to work! Most neighborhoods do not have safe space for cyclists, neither do main
through ways.
24. Create a planning district wide trail network. Connect trails from Spotsy to Staﬀord to King George.
25. Every major thoroughfare needs bike/ped infrastructure alongside it. Roadways are not just for cars. Shared
paths and safe crossings should be a priority.

Public Comments on Congestion of Roadways
1. Open more exits to existing roadways, like Courthouse Road to relieve congestion on Rt 3 and Rt 1.
2. Examine all opportunities to encourage employers to employ telework options for employees. Design incentives
for employers to create telework positions.
3. Add highways lanes — this is a reality & must have. Stop ignoring it.
4. Less traﬃc.
5. Add another bridge from Staﬀord to Spotsylvania west of 95, add exit ramps to the Fall Hill / 95 ﬂyover.
6. Quit the practice of trying to ﬁght traﬃc congestion by allowing tractor trailers to "mingle" with rush and nonrush hour traﬃc. Create a plan to establish a truck/cargo terminal in western Staﬀord County along route 17.
This would be a "Smart Terminal" with real time input to the facility for congestion on all major roads, weather,
accidents, estimates for when traﬃc will become less congested (based upon existing formulas). Also, consider
an eﬀort to streamline access to I-95 North and South for tractor-trailer and other commercial carrier vehicles. A
public-private partnership might be considered for the Smart Terminal venture. Kiosks at local rest areas could
also provide information on the numbers of commercial tractor trailers ﬂowing through the area at all times.
High congestion information could result in automobiles remaining in the rest areas until congestion is less.
7. There should better local roads so that we can stay oﬀ the interstate. Builders should have to improve and
guarantee all roads to their developments.
8. There is too much growth in this area to only have 2 exits of the freeway. Additionally, Rt 1 and 3 have massive
congestion. 208 would provide relief to both exits. There's room on both sides of the freeway to meet the
needs for exits without having to take land.
9. Build more bridges, build more exits oﬀ of 95, build more lanes on 95 (not commuter/pay lanes).
10. Incentivize ride sharing, electric vehicle use, alternate work schedules for commuting, employers to reduce
traﬃc via alternate work schedules or mass transit discounts.
11. Stop adding lanes and start looking at creative ways to get drivers oﬀ the road.
12. Build a bridge to complete the outer connector from Rt3 west to Rt 17 in Staﬀord.
13. Less roadway congestion.
14. We need to build new roads to create alternative routes. We need to promote a transportation and trail grid
system that will reduce traﬃc on our busiest roads, enhance the bus system, improve ﬁre and rescue
response/transport times, provide driving alternatives to avoid congested areas and road shutdowns.
15. Low-cost Broadband access in suburban and rural areas will also help ease congestion as more people work
remotely.
16. Try to identify and categorize the predominate modes of travel in the region on a time-of-day basis.
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17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.
31.

32.

33.

34.
35.
36.

Use histograms to show hourly/daily AADT and use that info to determine if other facilities and modes could
change the shape of the histograms. For instance, are commuting congestion levels inﬂuenced by the
availability of commuter lots?
Work with local ﬁrms to encourage teleworking and provide teleworking grants.
Consider taxing by miles traveled for motor vehicles.
More exits oﬀ the freeway. Courthouse Road is the BEST choice as a corridor. Add improvements to the 208
corridors well. This alone will relieve rt3 and rt1 traﬃc.
Encourage telecommuting as a means to reduce driving.
Find more ways to eliminate stop lights. Sync up stop lights. Find alternative local routes to keep traﬃc oﬀ of
95.
This area was warned 50 years ago about I-95 congestion. The stalwarts won the day. Look at the
consequences.
There needs to be an oﬀ-ramp that leads into Central Park from 95 before the welcome center This would
alleviate traﬃc into the Fredericksburg area. Also there needs to be a connection between Central Park and
Staﬀord directly across the river. This two will also alleviate traﬃc to allow our bypass the 95 and route 1 as the
only avenues to get there.
Building more bridges to get over the river will help with congestion and air pollution. Bridges can be attractive
and scenic.
Develop alternate route west of I-95 to connect to widely used commercial sectors and free up congestion from
95, Rt 17, and Rt 1.
KISS. Keep it simple stupid. Open 1 exit. Total sea change.
The only way to accomplish this is another bridge over Rappahannock, maybe beltway around Fredericksburg,
not like 495 but one that has access to localities with stop light etc. On new and future roads bike paths, carpool
lanes more bus routes.
Better bus system for Fredericksburg. Big Park and Ride near where the new HOT lanes will end. They should be
all along that HOT corridor, well-marked, with bus lines and slug lines.
Make an exit oﬀ 95 to Harrison Rd!!
Provide means to add N/S river crossing between existing I95 and west to Summer Duck bridges. Would greatly
relieve I95 local traﬃc and decongest Rout 3/I95 intersection congestion.
Congestion pricing is a brand of the creep we are seeing to socialism. The public will seek and ﬁnd workarounds
to toll roads and I, for one, would not agree with heavy, toll-avoiding traﬃc in my neighborhood. And that is at
rush hour or any other time of day. The only cure for congestion in my opinion is new/improved public
transportation via transit, scooter, bicycle or walking paths.
Concerned about the increasing traﬃc on the side roads, such as Kellogg Mill, Stefaniga, and Poplar Roads. The
roads are inadequate for the amount of traﬃc - constantly having accidents. . . Another way must be considered
- with all of the new homes being built on these roads - the traﬃc is getting worse and nothing is being done to
stop it.
Traﬃc congestion in this area is horrible due to construction and poor driving habits of commuters. The more
safe public transportation options available, the less drivers on the road. Please look into more commuter lots
that have mass transit to the VRE or commuter bus services also. Oﬀer tax incentives to people who utilize
public transportation on a regular basis.
Alleviate congestion on I-95, 17, and 1 by developing an alternate route west of I-95 connecting Rt. 17 to
Rt3/Plank Rd/Central park area.
We need to improve the traﬃc on Route 17 in Staﬀord and I95. I do not think the “solutions” that are currently
being built will make a diﬀerence.
Open an exit to i95 on Courthouse Road. Put a transportation loop around the Staﬀord Fredericksburg region.
These 2 things alone will completely transform traﬃc in the region.
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37. Consider another local 95 alternative for regional cars/transit and use the main 95 for thru traﬃc. There has to
be more than just route 1 and 95 to go north and south.
38. More bridges, less stop lights, more merge ramps and service roads.
39. It may be an idea whose time has passed, and there are ﬁnancial, political and environmental considerations,
but coordinate with Richmond and Maryland to build a DC bypass to interstate highway standards along the US
301 / I-97 corridor, which could take much through traﬃc and truck traﬃc oﬀ I-95 through NOVA. VRE and
metro tracks deal with commuters, but it's not just commuters on I-95 and the Beltway every day.
40. Look at the Falmouth light success. Small changes that changed my wait from almost always 5-10 minutes to
now, best case drive right through the light - worst 2 minutes. Also don't see people dangerously running the
light as much because they know it won't be a long There is nothing more frustrating than year after year seeing
poor design and neglect ruin the traﬃc in our area. It takes over 30 mins to get from Ferry Farm to my father's
house in Spotsylvania. That's on a good traﬃc day/time. Before it took 15-20 mins on a bad day/time.
41. An eastern or western 95 bypass starting around Stafford and ending in Thornburg would be so helpful in our
region.
42. I used to work in South Staﬀord oﬀ of 17 and lived in Spotsylvania. Traﬃc was always terrible (and once, it took
an hour and a half to drive 10 miles due to 95 being shut down). We deﬁnitely need another bridge further
down 17 to help lessen traﬃc. The local Bridge will most certainly help, but it won't help with traﬃc on 17.
43. Please, there should be only yield signs at the top of oﬀramps at diverging diamonds in both directions (ie Exit
140). The amount of gas and time wasted sitting there at a red light is silly. Please remove the no right turn sign
on Warrenton Rd (Rt 17) at the entrance to I-95 South to allow both the right two lanes of traﬃc on 17 to access
I-95. Lastly, no new signalized intersections should be built unless all other options are ﬁrst considered. We
missed an opportunity to create several roundabouts on Courthouse. Design your school districts to minimize
traﬃc instead of having to drive across the County to school. [Also] we need another bridge across the
Rappahannock connecting Celebrate Virginia to the River Road or Gordon Shelton, please.
44. I-95 north and south need more lanes, not hot lanes that you have to pay to drive on. From Washington DC to
Fredericksburg is the most traﬃc congested roadway in the country. We need to increase expansion of this
roadway to Virginia's top priority.
45. Make trucks stay in right lane on I-95.
46. The E-ZPass Lanes on 95 should be North and southbound all the time. They should not be reversible lanes. The
cost of traveling through EZ pass is unacceptable at the prices that are being utilized
47. New river crossing west of I95 .... would relieve rt 3/I95 local traﬃc congestion and provide better access to new
stadium/Central Park shopping.
48. The hot lanes are too expensive!! If you want them used to capacity the tolls must be lowered.
49. Too many construction projects going on at the same time in the same area!! Makes traﬃc too high on local
roads!! Put an exit oﬀ I95 at Harrison Rd. This would greatly decrease traﬃc on Route 1 and 17.
50. I would really like to see better traﬃc ﬂow around the area. I have seen various intersections that back up far
too much. Most are around rush hour, but some are not. It doesn't take a rocket scientist to ﬁgure the timing of
lights to maximize traﬃc ﬂow. Two cases of these examples are Lansdowne Road and rt2 by the fairgrounds.
Heading out Rt 2 at 3-5 o’clock is insane…time that light much longer for the traffic heading out of town…. the
next intersection is Smith Station and Courthouse Road in Spotsy. Traffic is slammed back almost to the parkway
light on any given day. Again, lengthen the light to allow the traﬃc to move more eﬃciently. There are two lanes
in both directions of 208(courthouse rd) so it will clear quickly. I'm sure there are many more trouble spots but
those two come to mind as the easiest to remedy and no one has made a move to improve it since it started to
be a problem.
51. Design alternative options to lessen the local use of the interstate. Traﬃc would decrease quite a bit in those
areas if you had other ways to get across the river. I know its expensive to build more bridges, but sooner or
later, it will have to be done.
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52. In this area, you need more means to cross bottlenecks. Bridges over the entire length of the Rappahannock &
Potomac rivers. . . [Also] increase rideshare across the region.
53. We need more than two roads crossing the Rappahannock River! A crash on 95 or Rte 1 wreaks immediate AND
residual havoc for hours as traﬃc ﬁlters out to alternative roadways to bypass congestion, only to congest
THOSE roads. It's infuriating.
54. Another bridge over the Rappahannock River is a desperate need for this region. The amount of traﬃc that it
would reduce on Route 3 and Route 1 (and probably I-95, too) is huge and it could be done without a disturbing
environmental impact if the region's smartest and best transportation planners and environmental scientists got
together and worked it out rather than ﬁghting with each other as has been the past history of the need for
another river crossing.
55. I'd most like to see improvements to traﬃc ﬂow on US-17 between I-95 and the Geico building, and Rt 3 from
US-1 to Harrison Rd.

Public Comments on Freight
1. Quit the practice of trying to ﬁght traﬃc congestion by allowing tractor trailers to "mingle" with rush and nonrush hour traﬃc. Create a plan to establish a truck/cargo terminal in western Staﬀord County along route 17.
This would be a "Smart Terminal" with real time input to the facility for congestion on all major roads, weather,
accidents, estimates for when traﬃc will become less congested (based upon existing formulas). Also, consider
an eﬀort to streamline access to I-95 North and South for tractor-trailer and other commercial carrier vehicles. A
public-private partnership might be considered for the Smart Terminal venture. Kiosks at local rest areas could
also provide information on the numbers of commercial tractor trailers ﬂowing through the area at all times.
High congestion information could result in automobiles remaining in the rest areas until congestion is less.
2. Would also like to see eﬀort devoted to dredging and other waterway enhancements to increase the volume of
freight that can be carried along our shores and rivers by ship.

Public Comment on Developing and Maintaining the Transportation System
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

Plan for the future, not just for problems that exist now.
Need to prioritize what we can aﬀord. Need to consider regional gas tax plus transportation impact fees.
Need MONEY to fund all of above.
Regional planning and tremendous investments are needed. We must start now before the costs become even
more prohibitive.
Convenience for travelers connecting between modes must be eﬃcient to be convenient.
There are various ways, Grants, Making Contractors build roadways to meet the needs of the subdivisions they
are building, add taxes to each house purchased for the ﬁrst time. State and federal government.
Planners should look at transportation before selecting land for development.
Public Comments on Safety
Connectivity to various modes of transportation options is key to the positive impact + eﬀectiveness of a
region's commuting public and quality of life overall.
Design neighborhoods so they don't have to drive far to get groceries, gas, urgent care, schools, pharmacy.
Everything here is a half hour drive in traﬃc because huge neighborhoods are nowhere near services. It was
quicker to get to town where everything was available when I lived in the woods in Maine, 4 miles and 5 minutes
outside of town.
Proﬀers! It is ridiculous that so many large neighborhoods have been added and the infrastructure has not
changed to accommodate the increased traﬃc.
This needs a working conjunction with construction of residential/apartment complexes. Public transportation
is not going to ﬁx the issues with traﬃc in this region. The majority of people commute to northern Virginia/
Washington DC areas via car or their employment. Mass transportation is not the answer. I will agree with some
form of bus transportation system in the Fredericksburg area and get rid of the Fred buses
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13. What we do not need is an option that cost the driver more out of pocket expenses.
14. Not having money to implement is the problem.
15. Work with the Board of Supervisors and city council regarding new construction (residential and commercial) to
better coordinate and prevent congestion areas.
16. Most of the local roads need to be maintained and widened. Developers should be responsible for improving all
roads that lead to their developments.
17. Consider taxing by miles traveled for motor vehicles.
18. Plan for transportation system with signiﬁcantly fewer vehicles.
19. Cheap as possible.
20. A good example of NOT planning for bad roads to new developments is the mess that is being created right now
on Mt. Olive, Kellogg Mill, and Poplar! Why is the county allowing this to happen?!
21. You can search all the options you want but we have to pick a couple and pursue them and commit and decide
that's the way, which might mean being wrong but designing the choices correctly gives us outs.
22. Growth and development are the major contributors to the transportation mess. Why are the board of
supervisors approving development and uncontrolled growth when the transportation issues are out of control?
Who's paying who???
23. Our current system is very poor so I would hope that there is a new, fresh look at how to move people and
goods in the region. All involved localities must own the problem and the solution.
24. Engage in land use planning to encourage mixed uses to reduce pressure on road arteries.
25. Develop and manage transportation system, but systems that are outdated, not used, or poorly developed and
managed should be removed. The space set aside for these systems should remain in case future development
and growth facilitates a return of this service. Existing materials are repurposed for working systems.
26. Eﬀective connectivity of all various modes of transportation systems + options within our region is important as
a ﬁrst step in the right direction towards the goal. It is also one that can have the biggest positive impact to
commuter satisfaction & convenience.
27. Zoning for more dense development and stop sprawl.
28. Fund and execute necessary maintenance on an annual basis.
29. Proper planning is key here.
30. Use materials and construction methods such as used in European transit systems: increased front-end costs
that yield longer range life of the systems.
31. To a certain extent - roads and transportation facilities enable/incentivize land development. Example look at
the development now occurring about the Spotsylvania VRE station.
32. Certain types of development are compatible/incompatible with available / potential transportation
infrastructure, i.e., putting a major development in a place where the roads are insuﬃcient to handle ﬂow and
the cost to upgrade them is not only costly but then can impact connecting roads.
33. We do "prioritization" but do we compare projects competing for funds in terms of beneﬁts - goes back to how
we value speciﬁc criteria. Example - is congestion reduction more important than reduced accidents? When we
value congestion reduction higher than safety criteria?
34. Money to implement all of above.
35. If the impact of COVID-19 and expanded telework aﬀect the need for public transportation, the method of
public transportation should be reevaluated with other modes of transportation.
36. Developing is a good goal - preserving is not; there's nothing worthwhile to preserve about this region's
transportation infrastructure or system. And managing has been done so poorly, it's better to start over with
something that works vs. what obviously does not work.
37. Planned developments are not well planned if they do not address transportation infrastructure needs. The
Fredericksburg region consistently approves housing and business growth without planning for the increase in
traﬃc and the infrastructure needs. The area continues to grow explosively, with a transit system that continues
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38.
39.

40.
41.
42.

43.

44.

45.
46.
47.

48.
49.
50.

to function as it did 20 years. The roads and transit options are woefully outdated because new developments
continue to pop up without infrastructure planning being factored in. It's hard to develop and manage a
functional transportation system when localities forge ahead without thought of how development will aﬀect
that system. Case in point- Cosner Corner and Lee's Hill were developed with multitudes of stores and housing.
It now has limited transit service, and the traﬃc on Route 1 in the area of Cosner Corner/Massaponax I95 Exit
126 is AWFUL! This is just one of a thousand places in the Fredericksburg Region.
I am not selecting carpooling or vanpooling because with COVID I think this option is less attractive for many and
will not be as eﬀective as others.
Add economic impact fees to builders and developers that are being growth and need for transportation
management. Build a beltway around Fredericksburg before the land is developed and the option is no longer
viable.
Don't let economic concerns have the ﬁnal say in the transportation plan. It should always be part of the plan,
and support our people, but can be dangerous if it is the driving force.
We must address urban sprawl- otherwise we are wasting our time.
I see a need for the LRTP to set goals for state of good repair. Our infrastructure is crumbling while we build new
lanes and roads. Meantime the potholes and lack of shoulders are killing us. No shoulders - no further
development on any roads ought to be our motto. Better public education for transportation funding and
allocation of funds is also needed. BTW, I believe the public is skeptical of anything long range, especially out to
2050. It's too far in the future. We should set better short-range goals at 10 years, 15 years, etc. That may
engender more public interest. Lastly, I see input from CTAC members via emails that allude to having
developers (and builders I suppose) shoulder more of the funding burden for transportation projects. Whenever
we tack on proﬀers, fees, special tax districts, and license fees, the developers and builders just pass that
percentage along to the home buyers. That is one of the reasons for the inﬂated cost of homes locally and for
the lack of access for the poor to better housing. The counties and city oﬃcials are more interested in giving
incentives to companies that might move here than they are to incentivizing the poor and disadvantaged in our
area.
I watch all the housing development going on in Staﬀord county and as I drive the curvy, bumpy roads that these
communities are being built oﬀ of, I wonder what is wrong with our county! Roads need to be improved before
more homes are allowed to be built!
Repaving crappy roads is a big one, especially in such a highly populated area such as the Staﬀord
Courthouse/610 area. For example, I frequently ﬁnd myself driving on Winding Creek Road in Staﬀord (between
630 and Shelton Shop Road), and it's nothing but potholes. Austin Ridge Road is another such road that badly
needs repaving. But you have these super expensive houses all up and down these roads, so it doesn't make
sense not to maintain the roads themselves. If you want to attract businesses and high-income people (which
this area must be, given the exorbitant cost of housing around here), then the roads need to match in quality!
Encourage land use planning that will reduce the need for use of personal vehicles and develop alternative
infrastructure to facilitate movement by other means.
Promote regional vs local planning considerations and priorities.
The express lanes also serve a purpose but are absolutely ridiculously overpriced. +2 should be the qualiﬁcation
not 3+. This would unsure that additional commuters would use the express lanes and that strangers would not
be riding with other strangers. Let's think safely and economically for families that might work in DC or
surrounding areas.
Hyper loop.
Show the gov how many housing developments are happening all around us and bring disposable tissues
because they will start to crying non-stop.
Proper planning and road designs would be nice. Hire people who know what they are doing. Prioritize this. This
is the main reason we are thinking of leaving the area when my husband retires in 5 years. Don't want to deal
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52.
53.
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55.
56.

with the failed traﬃc plans here. Other larger cities don't have these problems. Look at Raleigh for an example.
My FIL complained about bad traﬃc and we laughed because his bad traﬃc was our good traﬃc!
Restrict developers who can’t produce good transportation plans. Look at the Central Park mess. It’s ridiculous.
STOP building more homes and townhouses without taking into consideration the amount of traﬃc congestion
it will create.
Plan ahead for through roads that could become main thoroughfares, such as Harrison Road.
All of the above have been studied to death for the past 20 years and because money is never enough to solve
these issues, transport action in this area is a mess and is only getting worse. Again, we need the money to
ﬁnance all of the goals. Stop begging the real issue and solve that problem.
Design a transportation system that will keep pace with the population and business growth within the
region.
Repave county roads used to travel from Manassas to Staﬀord.

Public Comments on Travel Safety
1. Design narrower lanes in residential and business areas to slow traﬃc.
2. We need to promote a transportation and trail grid system that will reduce traﬃc on our busiest roads, enhance
the bus system, improve ﬁre and rescue response/transport times, provide driving alternatives to avoid
congested areas and road shutdowns.
3. Prepare for gradual full inclusion of small eﬃciently powered vehicles that are driven safely and automatically to
input destinations.
4. Trim foliage or prevent it from being planted in a way that obstructs the driver's view when turning from road to
another.
5. Speed control.
6. Provide proper training to those using the system and improve training as system changes. Errors in
infrastructure should be corrected.
7. All of the above costs $$$. Just use more cops.
8. Minimize the number of signalized intersections using single urban interchanges, diverging diamonds,
roundabouts, etc.
9. Increase utilization of mobile apps to identify hazards and hazardous events.
10. Prioritize pedestrian and bicycle safety over "traﬃc throughput".
11. By stating this goal, we're more than capable of providing an unsafe transportation system or that we've done
that in the past. Maybe say, "continue to provide a safe and eﬃcient transportation system."
12. Instruct all drivers about traﬃc signal timing and how to report mal-adjusted traﬃc lights that slow /waste time
of traﬃc.
13. I think that the county immediately needs to stop new developments until roads leading to an increase in
transportation are at least 4 lanes.
14. Most people don't care about pie in the sky statement. Of course we want safe roads but also understand that
accidents happen. The challenge is the horrid traﬃc we endure when an accident happens on 95. The Staﬀord
Fred area needs a [hyper] loop.
15. Evaluate the safety consciousness of the current system by real time evaluation an record "near misses" to
reevaluate safety training eﬀectiveness.
16. Enforce traﬃc laws such as red-light runners - EVERY SINGLE TIME I AM IN MY VEHICLE, SOMEONE RUNS A RED
LIGHT.
17. Build more grade-separated trails and pathways to reduce pedestrian/car conflicts.
18. More diverging diamond interchanges!
19. Get rid of left hand turns on ﬂashing yellows or green. Use only green arrows for left hand turns. At 4-way
intersections eliminate right on red at higher crash intersections or well-traveled intersections. Design roads
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where left hand turns across traﬃc are minimized in exchange for ramps and over passes. Create parkways to
encourage fewer left hand turns across traﬃc.
Add speed cameras along Jeﬀerson Davis Highway. Need bus service along Spotsylvania Parkway and lightning.
There is currently no street lightning.
Increase number of crosswalks throughout the region and other pedestrian accommodations.
Don’t spend money on any education/environment stuﬀ just hire more cops. The rest is BS.
Continue to have undercover armed law enforcement on all trains.
Trees, bushes and other growth needs to be cut back to allow for improved vision of stop signs, traﬃc lights,
oncoming traﬃc when merging, etc.
Build new roads to take the traﬃc oﬀ the more dangerous roads.
An unacceptable percentage of fatalities happen at signalized intersections and this area seems to have an
obsession when them. Please implement a moratorium on new ones.
RED LIGHT CAMERAS!!!!!!! Please!!!!! What is WRONG with people?????
Safety should always be a priority. There are a lot of preventable injuries and deaths due to our current
transportation system. I know I am only dreaming here, but I am not opposed to a driving safety class every 5 or
10 years for single occupancy vehicles. Not as punishment, but as education. Road rage, impatience, and
frustration create many safety problems, and that can be alleviated by the measures above in addition to less
vehicles on our roads by increasing mass transit/bike/pedestrian infrastructure.
Build access roads like Texas to reduce congestion on and off ramps.
Police the speed limit on I-95. It’s a free-for-all!
Good measures...number and frequency of accidents.
Just face it. Traﬃc circles are a nightmare for safety.
People are good at identifying safety issues, potholes, narrow or low shoulders, sight distance, congested
intersections without signals, etc., etc...
This [topic on safety] would be an eﬀective way to better engage the public on transportation issues... i.e., draw
them further in with their interest in this issue.
Include education around drunk, drugged, and impaired driving. With the decriminalization of marijuana in
Virginia and desire by some groups to allow for legalization, drugged driving increases will be seen within our
community. Law Enforcement need greater resources to monitor and enforce. Community members will need
increased education of this concerning activity as well.
Increase the eﬃciency of the existing transportation system using advanced technology. Smart Terminals, better
signage, better ways to alert drivers to congestion/accidents, faster accident clearing, streamline emergency
vehicle movement throughout the area.
Teach people to merge into traﬃc. By far, merging into traﬃc is the most reluctant maneuver with
inexperienced drivers. They absolutely will not merge unless coerced with a horn at some merge points, ie
Rt.17/Staﬀord Lakes parkway.
Concerned about the increasing traﬃc on the side roads, such as Kellogg Mill, Stefaniga, and Poplar Roads. The
roads are inadequate for the amount of traﬃc - constantly having accidents. The roads are not wide enough to
accommodate emergency vehicles. Vehicles speed down the aforementioned roads without care - never see
any police - unless an accident has occurred. The side of the roads have deep ruts and no shoulders. Another
way must be considered - with all of the new homes being built on these roads - the traﬃc is getting worse and
nothing is being done to stop it.
My top desires are more bike lanes and pedestrian walkways that are SAFE. Could we add some type of marked
barrier between the bike lane and road to make it more visible? Also, so many people walk out of necessity and
it’s dangerous.
Control the speeding of cars with speed cameras.
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41. Put sidewalks along route 1. I see so many people waking alongside the road. Especially near the Dominos pizza
(2606 Jeﬀerson Davis Hwy, Staﬀord, VA 22554). There is a narrow bridge and people try to walk on the road to
cross.
42. Would love to see more walking paths/sidewalks with lighting.
43. 4 way stops in the city.
44. Invest in ﬁltration systems to increase trust with [public transit] ridership.
45. Dangerous intersection everywhere. Adding multiple stop light doesn't ﬁx a problem area. It just creates more
impatience and confusion.
46. Can we ﬁx the bridges? Seriously. We’re going to look like fools when one fails. Hope no one dies.
47. Safety is such a concern, most folks in our area take driving for granted without realizing the incredible damage
a car or truck can do in a moment of inattention or frustration, until it is too late.
48. We used to live in Arlington, and we could safely bike everywhere!! I would love additional options for riding my
bike, not just on trails, but to work! Most neighborhoods do not have safe space for cyclists, neither do main
through ways.

Public Comments on Environment, Sustainability, and Quality of Life
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Plan for transportation without fossil fuel vehicles.
Ensure that there is a functioning electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
Include infrastructure when developing or upgrading sites to include charging stations for electric vehicles.
We need to plan for the conversion of fossil fuel-based transportation to electric vehicles.
Promote the development of work and housing in the same area.
Electric vehicles have been long overdue. They have been suppressed by the military industrial complex.
Developing a transportation plan that meets the expectations of future demands should not be completed in a
silo. It needs to take into account the environmental impact of some of the transportation options.
Improving the eﬀectiveness of the existing transportation systems may result in road expansion. At this point in
time the region should focus it's attention on other means of transportation besides single occupancy use
vehicles.
Include consideration of environmental impact when making decision. Include EV charging stations.
Power for transportation should be as green sustainable as possible.
Put extra taxes on vehicles that less eﬃcient and green, at vehicle purchase, fuel purchase, and/or on annual
licensing.
Fix roadways known to ﬂood (i.e., Harrell Road, Brooke Road).
Proper planning of mass transit into the planning process as well as vehicle use before allowing projects to begin
will naturally reduce sprawl, increase energy conservation, and improve the environment.
Build out an electric charging infrastructure.
Stop building more and more roads. Use the ones we've got more eﬀectively. Roads are not the future.
Emphasize mass transportation.
Encourage walkers/runners to collect litter. Encourage motorists to not idle gas engines at long lite
intersections. Have a system that alerts those drivers when traﬃc signals are about to change to green so they
will move immediately.
Environment should not stop smart development.
We need to recognize that growth requires change. Today's perfection must be considerate of the future needs.
A much of 50-year-old activist won't be here 40 years from now to deal with the result of their "don't change"
impacts.
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18. The bulk of these goals fall outside any authority transportation has to help and current projects do their best to
prevent environmental issues, in the end we have to get where we're going and we should utilize eﬃcient and
eﬀective designs to do that and give some consideration to long term impact.
19. I ﬁnd the options such as expanding carpooling, rail use, etc., diﬃcult to support because I live in Staﬀord and
work in Fredericksburg (during non-COVID times) and wouldn't partake of these options. I also think supporting
the use of electric, autonomous, etc. vehicles targets a certain demographic--while this area has a high median
income, there are many of us who would never be able to aﬀord these types of vehicles.
20. Active campaigns with the youth about these values will help change attitudes. the youth can also help change
their parents' values. Partner with communities for programs with youth and families that encourage behaviors
in this category. Emphasizing CLEAN AIR (low pollution levels) is a health beneﬁt - asthma rate is high.
21. The environment should be paramount in any conversation about transportation: safe and broad access with
zero environmental impact.
22. Plan for more public electric car charging.
23. Improve drainage of low-laying roadways. Raise roads above lower areas that typically ﬂood. Improve bridges.
24. When adding ﬂora to the roadsides, use only plants that are native to our region of Virginia.
25. Fund construction of bike paths that connect the region, incentivize bus riding.
26. Building more bridges to get over the river will help with congestion and air pollution. Bridges can be attractive
and scenic.
27. Buy electric buses.
28. The body politics must work to stop sprawl.
29. The best way to massively cut back on the carbon footprint in our region is to create a transportation and trail
grid system that will reduce peoples driving time, promote biking, walking and reduce traﬃc congestion. If this
transportation grid reduced just 3 miles of driving time for 25,000 cars it would be equivalent to reducing 75,000
miles per day of driving. At the same time, it would reduce traﬃc congestion for tens of thousands of cars
drastically reducing air pollution.
30. Require local governments to plant only native plants near roadways. I see so many crepe myrtle trees, which
are not beneﬁcial to wildlife and pollinators like native plants. In addition, native plants require less
maintenance and care once established unlike purely ornamental trees, shrubs, grasses, and ﬂowers.
31. Listening to the locals who will be aﬀected is a big part of this goal. I love that this is an included goal in the
transportation plan.
32. Consult local environmental organizations as this is completed.
33. How will you measure success?
34. The modern roads are graded and paved in such a way that they actually promote automobile hydroplaning.
They no longer put a crest in the center of the road to maximize water runoﬀ.
35. The statements are aspirational. Yet, I wonder how practical they may be.
36. While these considerations are important, their cost should be only a very small percentage of transportation
costs.
37. Roads are not the future. Mass transit is.
38. Hopefully Staﬀord and Spotsylvania county supervisors will somehow come to understand that working together
as a region is in the best interest of all!
39. Transportation issues involve carbon emissions. There must be a campaign, perhaps partnering with
organizations, to reduce carbon footprint. VA has its reduction goals. FAMPO must work with the youth perhaps summer programs to teach the youth thinking about how transportation aﬀects them. The 16-yearolds will soon drive - what are their attitudes about the greater responsibilities regarding these issues? Carbon
footprint must be discussed. This is not a political issue. Push for electric cars- charging stations, incentives,
developers need to factor this in (So I guess BOS and City Council need to also include in approvals). Perhaps
reserving parking spaces for electric vehicles and hybrids only!!!
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40. My other top concern is making transportation as environmentally friendly as possible. More places to charge an
electric vehicle, etc. thanks for listening!
41. I love seeing people out enjoying the paths and nature. I think you are headed in the best direction!
42. My other top concern is making transportation as environmentally friendly as possible. More places to charge an
electric vehicle, etc. thanks for listening!
43. Bike and walking paths are good. Not only for reducing traﬃc but also for health and social activities. Most
countries I have visited have this. We need more.
44. Mathias Point Road in King George county needs the ditches cleaned to prevent continued road ﬂooding.
Nothing gets done on this road to prevent ﬂooding. Drainage pipes are clogged or non-existent. Ditches are
clogged with leaves/tree limbs. Only on place in the entire 3.2 miles has had any ditch work done and it did
nothing to alleviate the ﬂooding.
45. Again, I believe our future is in mass transit/bike/pedestrian modalities, and focusing our time, energy, and
money to that goal is good for us and our environment.
46. Of primary importance to me is that we consider environmental impact and use proactive methods as the area
grows and changes. There is a wealth of information available on practices that may cost a bit more initially but
will pay oﬀ in the long run with positive environmental impact. This area has focused so much on growth, we
need to take a breath and focus on quality of life now and in the long run.
47. Staﬀord County is severely lacking in recreational infrastructure to support the community needs. It would be
great to see some focus on parks, trails, and recreation so county residents don’t have to continually go to
Northern Virginia or Fredericksburg and Richmond for recreation and outdoors fun.
48. Build out an electric vehicle charging infrastructure.
49. The same goes for parks. I was appalled at the lack of green spaces, playgrounds, and parks for families in our
area and it hasn't changed in 24 years. The only thing that has really changed is the population, increasing every
year! Utilize a health-in-all-policies approach to consider the impacts that transportation plans and development
can have on health and well-being in the community. You've captured safety, but the placement of pedestrian
and bike paths can have a huge impact on other health outcomes such as obesity rates and mental health.
50. In an era of massive climate change, roads probably need to be a low priority. The key focus needs to be on
reducing carbon footprint through mass transit.
51. This goal [environment, sustainability, and quality of life] is meaningless. Sounds like some weird consulting
group BS.

Public Comments on Transportation’s Impact on Economic Vitality
1. Ensure free and ample parking that matches the economic goals of the region.
2. Provide multiple modes of convenient transportation to work destinations and to vacation travel hubs.
3. Advertise the use of public transportation and the economic impact it has on our region.

Public Comments on Transportation for Vulnerable Groups
1. Make sure pedestrian and bike paths are fully functional for people with hearing or mobility issues.
2. Expansion of services to underserved population.
3. Identify where these vulnerable groups live and work to determine what option would create the largest impact
in their . . . [rest of text not legible].
4. Evaluating public transportation early in plans to work, community centers, and vacation centers will [provide]
mass transit to all population groups.
5. Develop/expand public transportation services that appeal to SENIOR CITIZENS and persons with disabilities that
expand to serve more communities within our region.
6. I don't think people of all income levels will use public transportation if they have another option, especially if
they live and work locally. I would focus on the people that need assistance with transportation, not cater to
those who won't use it. On the other hand, business owners and other organizations should be encouraged to
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support public transportation because that enables more people to expand the areas in which they can spend
money.
Partner with organizations that have this information [data on vulnerable populations] readily available.
Change the second statement to read "Include members of vulnerable groups into the transportation process".
The voices of the often unheard but signiﬁcantly impacted need to be elevated to equal status of other voices.
Whole community engages holistically in creating a system that works for all. Also statement number three:
"Evaluate the positive impacts that transportation projects will have on vulnerable populations and determine
the how to promote and achieve positive beneﬁts".
If a liaison or representative of this group attends meetings, assure that that this person has the means and
ability to convey the information back to that speciﬁc community and get feedback and comments for the
subsequent meetings. Dialogue within their own community members! Don't assume that this happens
automatically.
Absolutely critical that public transportation planning is done with the poorest person in mind as the ideal
customer.
Build, work [with], and love communities. Most low-income and economically vulnerable people will be service
industry workers. They will in lower income housing and the mobility needs to connect those areas to their
service industry jobs that usually include 3 shifts and not a traditional 8-hour business day.
Some may not have access to the internet. Communicate through regular mail and door to door to gather
information on our exact needs. Deﬁnitely more bus service is needed with well-marked bus stops and bus
shelters.
Provide enhanced transportation resources for older people and people with physical limitations, like increase
door to door service for medical appointments and grocery shopping.
Public transportation should result in economies of scale, driving down costs with increasing use.
This goal has already been achieved. Change nothing. Do not spend additional money.
The VRE is expensive and lowering the cost to the point where homeless ride the train as a means of staying
warm is not appropriate. I’d rather pay for EZ pass than deal with people who can’t aﬀord to take the train in the
first place.
Yes, all of this [baseline goals and objectives for transportation for vulnerable populations]! This is great!
I don't believe that any one group should have any type of beneﬁt whatsoever over another. They are all equal
and should be treated as such.
Extend the public transit (i.e. bus) system across the entire Planning District 16 and insure timely service so that
limited income people (including rising population of seniors) can access health care and other services to
sustain health and wellbeing.
Senior Citizens and people with disabilities (limited mobility aside) should be included in vulnerable people
groups.
How do we measure these things?
A decent transportation system should be developed for ALL people who live in, work in, and visit this region.
Vulnerable populations should include older adults and people with disabilities. Public transit should serve ALL
those populations- kneeling buses, more service/stops. Stops should be announced- because they are not being
announced. FRED should provide better customer service. Their dispatch staﬀ is not nice.
Build low-income housing near bus routes and Park n Ride lots.
While we tend to think of public transportation as something non-driving hipsters want, it should be designed
for the working poor to be an eﬀective and worthwhile for economic development.
Make transportation more available for the disabled.
Having input from people who don’t own a car is important, and also making transportation free or aﬀordable
for those people.
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Public Comments on Public Involvement
1. [The term] “eﬀectiveness” should also address signiﬁcant issues identiﬁed from public input.
2. Do we actually KNOW the needs and expectation of travelers in the region or is what we have what
transportation planners think? Example, how do travelers feel about traﬃc signals that are out of synch?
3. [Public involvement is a] diﬃcult task as many workers commute and have little time for community
engagement.
4. Feedback sessions.
5. Transportation plan information should be sent to all households in the region and households provided with
easy access to a survey.
6. Continue to include members of the public in the transportation planning process. Include national groups such
as Good Sam Club and other transportation-minded groups in planning at least once a year. Value their input.
What % of our area vehicle throughput is from out-of-state and who/what represents their travel interests? I
don't believe they support tolls and do avoid the Express Lanes.
7. There is a great disconnect between the ones who makes decisions on public transportation and the ones that
actually use it. It should be mandatory that our elected public oﬃcial and anyone involved in public
transportation be mad to utilize the system at least 1 day a month. Hopefully, this will give them a greater
understanding on how public transportation is lacking or thriving in certain areas.
8. I just think there is a lot to learn about planning for transportation and it is daunting. I know you do reach out
and ask for public comment.
9. Incorporate beneﬁts identiﬁed by the public with decision makers.
10. Additionally, there needs to be a sincere eﬀort to seek public input. Not everyone subscribes to a newspaper,
has a Facebook account, looks at social media. There needs to be suﬃcient time for public input. the public
who would really beneﬁt from public transportation are the very ones who may not be connected or understand
that they need to make their comments known. The question is: How are you going to solicit info from
them???
11. Reach out through TV adds, regular mail or door to door. Make all public meetings have an option to attend
virtual or by telephone. I'm not sure how I came across this site, make it easier. Set up an account where the
public can receive emails updates about meetings and current events or future plans for the area.
12. More adequately engage people who don’t speak English.
13. Conduct sessions or make responses to concerns public and readily available. Often peoples' concerns are heard
but not speciﬁcally addressed - i.e. because the concern was answered with response/in link to other response and the perception of not being heard may aﬀect support or understanding. An informal feedback session
where conversation is used to provide answers is more eﬀective than formal reports/newsletters.
14. Don’t “educate” anyone that costs money. Just make things transparent.
15. Certainly involve the public, but don't just listen to the wealthy.
16. Keep up the Facebook and YouTube posts, as does VDOT, on project progress.
17. In this day and time, what with the internet and all the outlets of social media, the planning commissions in the
city and all of the surrounding counties could and should hold community forums and information gatherings,
listen, and institute the suggestions they are provided with.
18. From national experience, public input is very often limited by time, access points for input, motivation, and
belief that public input is integrated into project plans and development.
19. FAMPO is an MPO that plans not a transportation agency [that] builds, maintains, and operates, but citizens
identify with the transportation network they use daily as it currently exists and operates and often lacks
appreciation of costs and timelines. Inevitably, if FAMPO wants to further engage the public on planning - they
will need to do so via engaging over how citizens use the transportation network.
20. Greater inclusivity.
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21. Ensure that public input is not too dominated by business interests and developers. A solid third to half of
representatives should represent organizations that actively represent special need citizen groups, prodemocracy groups, a social service department, etc.
22. I do not believe that citizens with little to no experience in transportation infrastructure, etc. (aside from sitting
in traﬃc jams ﬁve days a week) should be included in the decision-making process but yes, citizens should be
kept informed of the decisions being considered/made by those educated and experienced enough to
participate in the process.
23. I think a lot of the public is poorly informed and happy to stay that way. I image y'all get lots of pie-in-the-sky,
almost sciﬁ suggestions.
24. Discussion and transparency of the economics and politics of transportation planning would go a long way
towards getting to understanding and compromise on what's possible and what's necessary to plan for long
term.
25. Can VRE, CSX & Amtrak help with youth education about public and rail transportation? Maybe a free train ride
by submitting an essay about reducing carbon emissions.
26. Having input from people who don’t own a car is important, and also making transportation free or aﬀordable
for those people.
27. Make opportunities to join a citizen advisory board clearer. Hold more virtual meeting to allow for commuters
to be a part of these meetings.
28. Need to engage the youth - use the arts to design and stimulate (local muralists, local musicians), feature
students and staﬀ from proximity to [bus] stops to gain sense of community. encourage middle and high school
students to understand and use public transport. facilitate and increase family/whole group use of public
transportation.
29. Need to help people understand that simple do not have the money to do everything and must make good
choices on an incremental basis.
30. The goals are excellent. The public should be more involved! Public from all age groups, income brackets, and
abilities. Members of FAMPO and area planners should use FRED to experience what the public experiences. See
issues from the public’s viewpoint. Talk to the public- go to the public where we are and talk to us. Go to
apartment buildings, grocery stores, communities, businesses. The plan should reﬂect the views of the public
and not those of the politicians/ boards of supervisors/ city council etc.
31. This [topic of safety] would be an eﬀective way to better engage the public on transportation issues... i.e. draw
them further in with their interest in this issue.

Public Comments Considered General Comments
Comments in this section that are specific in nature to a transportation project, will be forwarded to the appropriate
locality or organization. This section is broken down into the following subcategories:
•
•
•

Political, Policy, and Communication Concerns
Feedback on the Survey
Support for a Resident’s Project Proposal

Political, Policy, and Communication Concerns
1. Until FAMPO and GWRC correct their conﬂicts- nothing is possible. [Stated eight times.]
2. The current FAMPO transportation board needs help. They are an immature and vindictive group. Their behavior
threatens the vitality of our community and it needs to stop. I recommend the ﬁrst thing the board does is get
professional help with managing their personal political goals and the needs of our community. I’m personally
disgusted by their lack of ability to get along and get things done. STOP IT.
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3. Focus much energy on improving the working relationships across elected and other entities in the region. Inﬁghting and competition for funds and power is self-defeating.
4. When some members purposely boycott meetings- the climate for a regional approach is not realistic
5. Competition among individual jurisdictions must not result in failure to cooperate for the good of the region.
The Fredericksburg area is known for two things: Very bad traﬃc congestion and very selﬁshly motivated local
politicians. For decades, this me-ﬁrst attitude has prevented the implementation of regionally beneﬁcial
projects. It has brought the MPO to a virtual standstill. It is an embarrassment. Frankly, we need to remove all
current members from the Policy Board and start over. Term limits? Sure!
6. Noble and necessary goals. Going to take much political will and cooperation to realize them.
7. The fundamental mission of the MPO as stated in it's mission is to recognize that we do not have unlimited
money and never will so we have to make choices and therein lies the problem that even aﬀects Policy
Committee dynamics!!
8. We need more advocacy by our elected oﬃcials and not just during election years. There is a large population
that our elected oﬃcials will not talk to to ﬁnd out what their transportation needs are and how to meet those
needs.
9. Encourage counties and city to bring jobs that match the cost of living to Fredericksburg region.
10. Maybe FAMPO needs to be restructured.
11. No taxe$$$.
12. We have too many battleﬁelds.
13. The Green New Deal will save us all.
14. Protect water in the rural areas by making developments bring county water to them.
15. Spend as little money as possible on the things I checked oﬀ. Spend no money on anything else.
16. The infrastructure here is actually in good condition for all modes, except perhaps ferries, compared to the rest
of the country.

Feedback on the Survey
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.

23.
24.
25.

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

[Survey wording is] vague, no measure of success in goal.
Thanks for reaching out to the community on this! Good luck!
Please just be eﬃcient and stop hiring outside consulting groups for stuﬀ like this… fire your consultants!!!
Thanks for all the eﬀort at public outreach.
We need to deﬁne terms such as "maximum beneﬁt to the region," "complement planned development and
"projected growth," "full level of performance," and "proper maintenance planning." The public won't know
what is intended through use of these obsequious terms.
The questions & response categories feel like they are all designed for us to say yes to each. It is unclear to me
how to "choose" between these options. I hope this isn't designed just to get a lot of "yes" votes for already
planned approaches; that is manipulative.
"Maximize" is a troublesome term. What does "maximize" mean?
On Choices for these questions - would it be "better" if people were asked to name their top 3 or 4?
re: " Minimize maintenance costs through proper maintenance planning. " Not sure this is something the public
really understands. For instance, if you made that statement about school buildings or the water/sewer system,
would the public really have much insight or informed comments?
How are preserve and manage diﬀerent?
Aspirational statements. Practically attainable?
You misspelled beneﬁt in the third box.
Determine and evaluate questions are redundant. You can't determine without evaluating and vice versa.
I literally have no idea what this means.
I disagree with improve the quality of life. There are just too many variables. I'm not sure what sustaining energy
really means.
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32. Thank you for listening to me and creating this survey so I can put my thoughts out there in my own community.
33. I love that you have provided a survey for the public. Thank you.
34. Honestly? Was this a real survey? All of these considerations should be considered common sense at this point.
Is making transportation equitable and convenient still a question? Isn’t that necessary? Environmental
concerns are not part of the process? It feels like this survey is attempting to cover the bases of including the
community - checking a box saying we contacted the community.
35. The wording of Goal 4 does not directly relate itself to the transportation system. The wording of Goal 4 is
oriented towards solving the negative externalities of a transportation system not towards the physical
improvements or component parts of a transportation system.
36. Some explanation of the details of the mitigation plan would be helpful.
37. I'm not seeing the point here. All these "goals" sound like mom-and-apple-pie. I can't even see how one would
rank them. This "survey" is so general that if feels a waste of my time.

Support for a Resident’s Project Proposal
38. Proposal for Parallel Road with Trail on the West side of I-95: The Mine Road extension from Garrisonville Road
to Route 17 has been in the Staﬀord Comprehensive Plan for over 30 years. I'm proposing a modiﬁed version to
extend it along I-95 across the river to Harrison Road in Spotsylvania near I-95. I'm looking for public support to
build a new regional 4 lane North to South Parallel road on the west side of I-95. This road could include a
section of the East Coast Greenway Trail System. Our region has only two North to South roads that consist of 10
regular lanes, but there are 10 roads that go East to West with 34 combined lanes. That demonstrates that there
is a North to South lane deﬁciency in our Transportation grid. The best and least impact alternative to build 4
more North to South lanes is to connect and expand some of the existing roads. Some of these roads are
underutilized but connected together can form a new 4 lane parallel road on the West side of I-95. The new
parallel road can be built by connecting 5 roads, Mine road on Route 610, to Centreport Parkway, reconstructing
Berea Church, to Celebrate Virginia Parkway, crossing the River, to Carl Silver Parkway and connecting to
Harrison Road. Every one of those connections has been around in many diﬀerent plans over the last 30 years,
but no one put those connections together in a regional plan. The 1997 Outer Connector Study showed that less
people would use it the further west it was. The traﬃc counts indicated that if the road was built closer to the
population centers more people will use it and beneﬁt, as a result it would relieve more traﬃc and cut back on
air pollution. The best way to massively cut back on the carbon footprint in our region is to create a
Transportation and trail grid system that will reduce peoples driving time, promote biking, walking and reduce
traﬃc congestion. If this transportation grid reduced just 3 miles of driving time for 25,000 cars it would be
equivalent to reducing 75,000 miles per day of driving. At the same time it would reduce traﬃc congestion for
tens of thousands of cars drastically reducing air pollution. The Outer Connector study extensively evaluated at
least 5 diﬀerent road segments that crossed the Rappahannock river. Corridor 3 of that study is the closest to I95 and very similar to what I'm proposing, except that I'm using existing roads. Some of which were built after
the Study was done. I'm basing my analysis on Corridor 3 of that study, because it crossed the Rappahannock
River and US-17 in the general location of this parallel road proposal. Corridor 3 of the Outer Connector starts at
the Centreport I-95 Interchange crossed US-17 and the river near the proposed location, but then went west
towards the Motts Run Reservoir connecting to Gordon Road on Route 3 in Spotsylvania. I do not support the
western section that goes to Gordon Road. I support a parallel road to I-95 going South to Harrison Road
instead. Based on the traﬃc count data for corridor 3 in the Outer Connector study the parallel road proposal
would: Relieve traﬃc congestion for 16 miles all along Route 1 between the Garrisonville Route 610 intersection
to the Harrison Road intersection in Spotsylvania. This is the only proposal that relieves traﬃc at Mary
Washington Hospital, the Falmouth Intersection, Staﬀord Hospital, and the Staﬀord Courthouse intersection.
Relieve traﬃc congestion on US-17 between Route 1 in Staﬀord and GEICO. Relieve traﬃc congestion on the
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busiest section of Route 3 between I-95 and Bragg Road. There will also be some relief on Route 3 from traﬃc
using Harrison Road instead of using Route 3 and Salem Church Road. Relieve traﬃc congestion on Sanford Dr,
Plantation Dr, Cardinal Forest Dr, Enon, Popular, Kellogg Mill, Ramoth Church, Salem Church and many other
local Roads. It would create a local road that can be used when Route 1 or I-95 is blocked from accidents or road
work. Provide more economic opportunities in Staﬀord and Fredericksburg. Would not impact any of the four
local water supplies Able, Mooney, Motts Run or Huntington Run Reservoirs or the three diﬀerent water intakes
on the Rappahannock River. Would have less of an environmental footprint than building 4 new North South
Lanes on I-95 or Route 1. Would cost less to build than widening I-95 or Route 1.Would have limited impact on
traﬃc during construction, saving money on traﬃc control measures that have been known to increase
construction time and costs by as much as 35%.Would have limited impact on business relocation. Would have
limited impact on businesses during construction. Would help keep local traﬃc oﬀ I-95. Could be built in stages
keeping initial costs down and eliminating the need for tolls. Provide a time saving factor to many people in the
region, getting cars oﬀ the road faster cutting down on air pollution. Would be a regional project that would
highly qualify for Transportation Enhancement Grants, Smart scale and other pots of Federal and State money.
Would provide a sidewalk or Trail that would enhance walking and Bike riding for a better quality of life for
thousands of Citizens. The trail could include a section of the East Coast Greenway Trail System, which would
enhance tourism in our region. Two trails are already built on Mine Road and Celebrate Virginia Pkwy. The East
Coast Greenway Trail System could connect to the Fredericksburg Rappahannock Heritage trail system. The new
road would provide quicker access to Mary Washington Hospital for the people that live on Route 17, especially
for the Seniors that live in the Dell Web community on Celebrate Virginia Parkway. Ambulances and cars could
avoid Route 1 and the Falmouth intersection to get to Mary Washington Hospital. The new road would provide
quicker access for the soccer and swim moms to drive to Embry Mill Park without taking the back roads, or using
Route 1, Route 17, Route 630 or I-95.GEICO employees that live in North Staﬀord, Spotsylvania or
Fredericksburg could use it to avoid I-95, Route 1, Route 3, Route 17 and Sanford Drive. The Ambulances and
Seniors that live oﬀ Truslow Rd. and in the Falls Run communities would have better access to Stafford Hospital.
Route 17, I 95 and Route 1 could be avoided. Transportation money would be saved. I believe the proposal
would be exempt from the compensation clause in the toll agreement since the road has been in the Staﬀord
Comprehensive Plan for 32 years and is intended as a local road not for DC commuters. The road stops on Route
610, but the new section begins at Route 630. There are only two exits between Route 17 and 630. If the roads
in the Comprehensive plan were not factored into the contract, the toll company would have to prove that the
section between Courthouse road and US-17 would reduce their toll revenue. The amount would be so small
that it wouldn't be worth bothering with. The landscaping, streetlights and trail that are already in place at
Celebrate Virginia Parkway would be a beautiful Gateway into Staﬀord or Fredericksburg. Making it more
attractive for oﬃce buildings that the land is currently zoned for. Sometime in the future the Falmouth bridge
might have to be shut down for repairs like the Chatham bridge. The new road would help mitigate the closure.
There is substantial cost savings compared to road widening. There is very limited utility, driveway pipe,
mailbox, sidewalk, and business relocations. No new traﬃc lights are needed on Route 3, Route 17 or
Courthouse Rd in Staﬀord. The trail has the potential to run under Route 17 at the Celebrate Virginia loop. That
way it would avoid conﬂicts between pedestrians and cars. In summary this proposed road uses 5 existing roads
to keep costs and land acquisition down, is more environmentally friendly compared to any other alternative,
can be build quicker, Improves the Transportation grid system by oﬀering hundreds of diﬀerent driving
alternatives to save driving times and can be used to avoid the most congested roads, improves ambulance
times, provides a trail from Harrison Road to Garrisonville Road and in general will improve the quality of life for
everyone in our region. Please join me in supporting a study for this project, together we can make it happen.
Sincerely, Joe Brito
39. I support a Parallel Road with a Trail West of I-95. [Stated nine times.]
40. Alternative road parallel to I95 with trails.
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41. We [need] another north to south road with a trail west of I-95.
42. I support a Parallel Road with a Trail West of I-95. This is an excellent idea, and I am surprised it has not been
proposed years ago.
43. Parallel Road with a Trail West of I-95.
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Appendix A
Documentation of Public Involvement Efforts
This appendix documents FAMPO staff’s public involvement efforts that provided the public with an opportunity to
meaningfully participate in the process of developing the goals and objectives for the 2050 Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP). Images and weblinks in this appendix showcase advertising tools that were used including, flyers, news
articles, social media ads and posts. There are also photos of the in-person outreach events at the FREDTransit terminal.
Website
The webpage dedicated to public outreach for the 205 LRTP can be viewed here,
https://www.fampo.gwregion.org/new-transportation-plan/
Press
A news article on the public involvement opportunity can be viewed here,
https://fredericksburg.today/2020/11/15/theres-a-regional-transportation-survey/
A Virginia Railway Express newsletter feature on the public involvement opportunity can be viewed here,
https://www.vre.org/about/blog/pulling-the-public-into-transportation-planning-a-top-fampo-goal/
Email
Staff sent 477 emails and a reminder email about the survey. View a copy here, https://conta.cc/385Frv1
Flyers
Flyers with a take and tear feature were placed at public library branches, downtown cafes, and area breweries.
Locations included, Agora Downtown Coffee Shop, Katora Coffee, Spencer Devin, Red Dragon, and all library branches in
Stafford, Fredericksburg, and Spotsylvania. A copy of the flyer is below.
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In-person Outreach
On December 14, 2020 and December 15, 2020, FAMPO staff conducted in-person outreach from 9am 11:30am and noon - 3pm, respectively. FAMPO staff interacted with 48 people and distributed snacks with
labels that explained three different ways to take the survey. Paper copies of the survey were available in both
English and Spanish. Signage was also in Spanish and English. Pictures from the event are below.
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Social Media
•
•
•

•

Social media posts, live streams, and ads were used to promote the survey and provide education on
transportation planning and long-range transportation plans in general. Examples below.
Staff took part in a Facebook Live interview hosted by Healthy Generations Area Agency on Aging on December
21, 2020. View recording here, https://www.facebook.com/10150093560435427/videos/1580799655464310
Staff held a Facebook Live Q and A Session on December 18, 2020 where FAMPO planners answered
transportation related questions. View recording here,
https://www.facebook.com/10150093560435427/videos/1580799655464310
The Facebook ad below reached 4,645 people.
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•

Samples of just some of the FAMPO social media post are shown below. They were posted to FAMPO’s
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn accounts.
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Survey Satisfaction and Demographic Information Collected
Survey Satisfaction
Overall, survey participants were pleased with the survey’s ability to provide them with a chance to meaningfully
participate in the transportation planning process. The survey asked participants to rate their satisfaction with the
survey on a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest. About 73% of those who answered the question rated the survey
with four or five stars. See the graph below.

Demographic Information
In accordance with Title VI nondiscrimination and environmental justice practices, FAMPO staff collected subjective
demographic data during in-person outreach events and collected demographic data from survey participants. This data
is presented in the tables and graphs below. Overall, data shows that minority, low-income and other historically
underrepresented groups participated in the development of the 2050 Long Range Transportation Plan goals and
objectives. Further, about 85% of participants reside in the FAMPO service area.
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Particpation and Demographic Data Collected During In-Person Outreach
Total reached: 48
Age range estimate: All adults, between 20-75
Racial and ethnicity data gathered through subjective observation:

White
Women

Black
Women

Hispanic
Women

Asian
Women

White
Men

Black Men

Hispanic
Men

Asian Men

9

10

1

0

20

8

0

0

Participation and Demographic Data Collected Through the Survey
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Appendix B
Graphs Showing Level of Public Support for Baseline Goals and Objectives
The following graphs show data collected from the survey on the level of support for the baseline goals and objectives.

Level of Support for Goal 1 and Associated Objectives
Goal 1: Have an efficient and convenient transportation system.
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Level of Support for Goal 2 and Associated Objectives
Goal 2: Develop, manage, and preserve the transportation system.
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Level of Support for Goal 3 and Associated Objectives
Goal 3: Provide a safe transportation system.
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Level of Support for Goal 4 and Associated Objectives
Goal 4: Protect and improve the environment, promote energy conservation and sustainability, and improve the overall
quality of life.
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Level of Support for Goal 5 and Associated Objectives
Goal 5: Establish a transportation system that supports the economic vitality of the region.
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Level of Support for Goal 6 and Associated Objectives
Goal 6: Provide transportation options that enhance the quality of life for vulnerable people groups, such as, minority,
low-income, and limited mobility groups.
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Level of Support for Goal 7 and Associated Objectives
Goal 7: Include members of the public in the transportation planning process.
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